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U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attention: Document Control Desk
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2738

South Texas Project
Units 3 and 4

Docket Nos. 52-012 and 52-013
Response to Request for Additional Information

Attached is the STP Nuclear Operating Company (STPNOC) response to Request for Additional
Information (RAI) questions in RAI letter number 365 related to COLA Part 2, Tier 2, Sections
2.4S.4, "Potential Dam Failures," 2.4S.5, "Probable Maximum Surge and Seiche Flooding," and
2.4S. 12, "Groundwater." This letter provides the complete response to RAI letter number 365.
The attachment provides responses to the following RAI questions:

02.04.04-14 02.04.04-15 02.04.05-11 02.04.12-51

When a change to the COLA is required, it will be incorporated into the next routine revision of
the COLA following NRC acceptance of the RAI response.

There are no commitments in this letter.

If you have any questions, please contact me at (361) 972-7136, or Bill Mookhoek at (361) 972-
7274.

STI 32772822
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I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed on Ig I1 z_

Scott Head
Manager, Regulatory Affairs
South Texas Project Units 3 & 4

rhb

Attachments: 1.
2.
3.
4.

RAI 02.04.04-14
RAI 02.04.04-15
RAI 02.04.05-11
RAI 02.04.12-51
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02.04.04-14

QUESTION:

Describe the methods selected to estimate the MCR embankment breach parameters and will
also describe the bases for the range of the selected breach parameters. The breach parameters
shall account for the MCR storage volume and depth as well as the geometry and construction
materials of the embankment.

Provide FSAR updates to include: (1) a description of various methods used for estimation of
MCR breach parameters, (2) description of the identification process of the most conservative
breach scenario among all plausible scenarios, (3) justification why a specific scenario is chosen
or why certain scenario(s) were excluded as plausible, (4) a description of the sensitivity of flood
characteristics to the chosen range of breach parameters, (5) flow depth maps for the simulated
flood, (6) flow velocity maps for the simulated floods, (7) peak flood discharge at safety-related
structures, systems, and components (SSC), (8) duration of inundation at the safety-related SSCs,
and (9) maximum estimated hydrostatic and hydrodynarmic forces on the safety-related SSCs.

Characteristics of the design-basis flood (e.g., flow velocities, scour, deposition) and post-
construction cover (e.g., surface material map, associated properties) are to be consistent in RAIs
5101 and 5105. If the design-basis flood is revised, the revised characteristic shall be applied in
FSAR Sections 2.4S.12 and 2.4S.13.

RESPONSE:

As explained in FSAR Subsection 2.4S.4.2.2.2.2, the MCR embankment breach parameters were
estimated based on a report prepared by the Dam Safety Office of the US Bureau of Reclamation
(FSAR Reference 2.4S.4-12d) and engineering judgment. The following empirical equations
from Reference 2.4S.4-12d, which were developed from case studies of historical dam failures,
were considered for this analysis as they provide conservative and reasonable estimates of the
breach parameters. These equations estimate breach parameters based on the storage volume in
the reservoir above the breach bottom elevation (V = 152,700 ac-ft) and the depth of water above
the breach (hw = 21.9 ft) or the height of the breach (hlb = 37 ft).

1. Froehlich, 1995

Average Breach Width, Bave = 0.1803 V°32 hlb°1 9 = 127 m (417 ft)

Time to Failure, tf = 0.00254 V°53 hw(°9°)= 11.1 hrs

Peak Flow, Qp = 0.607 V. 295 hw1"24 = 1,772.8 m3/s (62,600 cfs)

2. MacDonald & Langridge-Monopolis (MILM),1984

Time to Failure, tf= 0.0179(0.0261(V*hw)o° 769)0.364 = 1.7 hrs
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An average breach width of 417 feet was conservatively estimated using Froelich's equation.
Froelich's equation for the time to failure gives an estimated value of 11.1 hours. The MLM
time to failure equation gives an estimated value of 1.7 hours. The shorter time to failure would
produce higher peak outflow and hence is conservative; therefore, MLM time to failure equation
is used. Froelich's equation for breach width predicts the largest breach width estimate of all
methods presented in Reference 2.4S.4-12d and is considered conservative. MLM does not have
an equation to estimate breach width, but gives an equation to estimate the total volume of the
eroded material based on the storage volume and the hydraulic depth of the breach. However,
this equation does not provide the volume of eroded material from the start to the time of peak
outflow, so it is not possible to estimate the breach width at peak outflow with this information.
The breach width and time to failure parameters estimated using the storage-based equations
above were used as input to FLDWAV in the MCR Breach analysis.

The outflow hydrograph from the MCR embankment breach developed by FLDWAV using the
selected breach parameters predicted a peak outflow of 130,000 cfs. The peak outflow predicted
by FLDWAV is compared to peak outflow estimate using Froelich's equation, which is one of
the better available methods for prediction of peak breach outflow according to Reference
2.4S.4-12d. The peak outflow from Froehlich's equation above gave a breach peak outflow of
62,600 cfs. Therefore, the peak flow predicted by FLDWAV is considered conservative. To
further verify the conservatism of the breach parameters and FLDWAV results, an independent,
confirmatory analysis of the MCR embankment breach was performed using the BREACH
model, developed by the National Weather Service, to predict the breach development and
outflow hydrograph. This analysis is presented in a new Subsection 2.4S.4.2.2.2.4 added in the
FSAR markup included with this response. The following is a brief description of the BREACH
model and the results.

BREACH is an erosion model for earthen dam failures and predicts breach characteristics,
namely, breach width and time of formation of the breach, erosion rate and breach outflow
hydrograph. The BREACH model accounts for the geometry and construction materials of the
embankment. It considers piping type failure and uses the reservoir information, geometric
properties of the dam, properties of the material of the dam namely, internal friction angle,
cohesive strength, unit weight and average grain size diameter D5 0.

The following table shows the comparison of the results from the BREACH program with the
results provided in FSAR Subsections 2.4S.4.2.2.2.2 and 2.4S.4.2.2.2.3 based on empirical
equations and the outflow hydrograph from FLDWAV program:

BREACH FLDWAV
Peak outflow through the beach (cfs) 83,200 130,000
Time to peak (hrs) 6.25 1.7
Breach bottom width at peak outflow (ft) 361 380
Breach bottom width at 30 hours* (ft) 448 -
*The BREACH model allows the breach width to continue to increase after the peak due to prolonged outflow

from the breach, but at a slower rate due to the decreasing reservoir water level. Increase in breach width after
the peak is not considered in the FLDWAV model.
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The BREACH model allows for time-varying breach erosion rates and continued breach
expansion after the peak outflow, whereas FLDWAV uses a linear expansion rate from 0 to a
maximum breach bottom width of 380 feet in 1.7 hours, which is the time of peak outflow.
From the BREACH analysis, the breach width increases initially at a faster rate to a breach width
of 361 feet at the time the peak outflow occurs. However, considering the large volume of water
remaining in the MCR, outflow from the breach continues at a lower discharge rate and a
diminishing breach width erosion rate due to the decrease in reservoir water level. The breach
width predicted by BREACH at 30 hours is less than 20 percent greater than the breach width at
the time of peak outflow used for FLDWAV. A comparison of breach outflow hydrographs
from FLDWAV output and the BREACH program output is presented in the FSAR markup
included in this response.

The BREACH model provides an independent assessment of the postulated breach of the MCR
embankment at the STP 3 and 4 site. The BREACH model estimates a longer time to peak and a
narrower breach width at the time of peak than the parameters selected for use in the FLDWAV
model. Breach also predicted a lower peak outflow than the peak outflow predicted using the
FLDWAV model. Therefore, the parameters selected for FLDWAV and predicted breach
hydrograph are considered conservative and acceptable. The existing MCR embankment breach
analysis is not changed as a result of this RAI; therefore, the maximum flood level resulting from
the MCR embankment breach at STP 3 and 4 will not change.

The following address the FSAR update items (1) through (9) requested in this RAI:

(1) An expanded discussion of the methods used for breach parameter estimation is added to
Subsection 2.4S.4.2.2.2.2. See FSAR markup.

(2) The Subsection 2.4S.4.2.2 is revised to address the identification process of the most
conservative breach scenario among all plausible scenarios. See FSAR markup.

(3) The Subsection 2.4S.4.2.2 is revised to discuss why a specific scenario was chosen or
why certain scenario(s) were excluded as plausible. See FSAR markup.

(4) A new Subsection 2.4S.4.2.2.2.4 is added to the FSAR to include a presentation of the
sensitivity of the outflow hydrograph to different breach parameters. The BREACH
model simulation, described in this response, is presented to further confirm that the
originally selected breach characteristics and flood hydrograph were conservative. See
FSAR markup.

(5) FSAR Figures 2.4S.4-20 and 2.4S.4-21 provide water surface elevations for each
simulated breach scenario at various locatiorns around the power block. FSAR Figures
2.4S.4-21 (a) and 2.4S.4-21 (b), provide peak water surface elevations over the site area.
Flow depths can be obtained by subtracting the grade elevation from the water surface
elevations. A nominal grade elevation of 34.0 feet may be used for the power block.
Subsection 2.4S.4.2.2.4.1 is updated to include a brief discussion of this process. See
FSAR markup.
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(6) FSAR Figures 2.4S.4-21 (c) and 2.4S.4-21 (d) provide peak velocities over the entire site
area. Figures 2.4S.4-21 (e) and 2.4S.4-21 (f) provide peak velocities for each simulated
breach scenario at various locations around the power block. No FSAR revision is
required for this item.

(7) Peak water surface elevations and flow velocities are provided in FSAR figures described
in items 5 and 6. Peak discharge per unit width at any point is obtained by multiplying
the velocity with the flow depth. A paragraph has been added to Subsection
2.4S.4.2.2.4.1 to describe this process and the flow rates per unit width at locations near
the power block buildings are provided in Table 2.4S.4-7a. See FSAR markup.

(8) The duration of inundation at the power block is considered to be the duration during
which the flood elevations are greater than the grade elevation of 34 feet. Subsection
2.4S.4.2.2.4.5 and Figure 2.4S.4-21(j) are added to address the duration of inundation.
See FSAR markup.

(9) FSAR Subsection 2.4S.4.2.2.4.3 was updated in response to RAI 03.04.02-11 (Letter U7-
C-STP-NRC-100208, dated September 15, 2010) to provide an expanded discussion of
hydrodynamic forces.

Subsection 2.4S.4.2.2 will be updated as shown in gray shaded text as follows:

2.4S.4.2.2 MCR Embankment Breach Analysis

FLDWAV, a computer program developed by the National Weather Service (Reference
2.4S.4-12), was used to generate the outflow flood hydrograph from the MCR
embankment breach, based on breach parameters discussed in Subsection
2.4S.4.2.2.2.2. This flood hydrograph was used as input to the two-dimensional flow
model downstream of the breach.

RMA2 is a two-dimensional (2-D), depth-averaged finite-element hydrodynamic
numerical model developed by the*United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE)
(Reference 2.4S.4-12a). RMA2 was used to determine the flood elevations and
velocities at the safety-related facilities of STP Units 3 and 4. The computer program
can simulate dynamic water surface elevations and horizontal velocity components for
subcritical, free-surface flow in a 2-dimensional flow field. The governing equations of
RMA2 are the depth-integrated equations of fluid mass and momentum conservation in
two horizontal directions. The governing equations are solved by finite-element method
using the Galerkin Method of weighted residuals, and the integration in space is
performed by Gaussian integration. Derivatives in time are replaced by a nonlinear finite
difference approximation. The solution is fully implicit and the set of simultaneous
equations is solved by the Newton-Raphson nonlinear iteration scheme. The computer
code executes the solution by means of a front-type solver, which assembles a portion
of the matrix and solves it before assembling the next portion of the matrix.
A 2-D model grid was developed based on topographic information and assigned
parameters, such as Manning's roughness coefficient. Breach characteristics, and a
breach outflow hydrograph were incorporated into the 2-D grid, based on the breach
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analysis and FLDWAV results. A sensitivity analysis was conducted to evaluate the
RMA2 results.

RMA2 does not have sediment transport modeling capability, and therefore, SED2D
computer model (Reference 2.4S.4-12b) was used to conduct sediment transport
simulation using RMA2 results as the driving hydrodynamics. The SED2D model,
developed by the USACE, included a dynamic inflow load of sediments that was
developed based on the breach erosion and sediment load analysis. The SED2D
results were then evaluated for sediment concentrations and deposition depths at any
given location. The Surface Water Modeling System (SMS) (Reference 2.4S.4-12c) was
used as the pre- and post-processor for RMA2 and SED2D models.
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Subsection 2.4S.4.2.2.2 will be updated as shown in gray shaded text as follows:

2.4S.4.2.2.2 FLDWAV Flow Model Simulation
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2.4S.4.2.2.2.1 Initial (Starting) Water Level in the MCR

The starting water level in the MaiCR considered for the breach analysis was 50.9 feet.
This level corresponds to the response of the MCR to one-half PmP on the normal
maximum operating level plus the effect of wind set-up produced by the 2-year wind
speed (50 mph) from the south (Reference 2.4S.4-7).

2.4S.4.2.2.2.2 Selection of the MCR Embankment Breach Parameters
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The portion of the northern embankment in line with and due south of Units 3 and 4 is
the closest to the units, and therefore is considered the most critical location for a breach
of the MICR embankment, with respect to flooding at STP 3 & 4. The top elevation of the
embankment in this area is approximately El. 65.75 ft. A service road runs along the toe
of the exterior slope of the MICR northern embankment. Due to an anticipated large
scour hole that would occur at the breach location, it was assumed that the road would
be eroded. The terrain immediately downstream of the road is considered to be the
control for the breach bottom elevation. Therefore, the breach bottom elevation was
taken to be at El. 29 ft. Breach side slopes were taken to be 1 horizontal to 1 vertical, a
ratio consistent with observations for earth-filled structures described in Reference
2.4S.4-1 2d.
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2.4S.4.2.2.2.3 MCR Embankment Breach Outflow Hydrograph
The outflow hydrograph from the MCR embankment breach, generated by FLDWAV
based on the aforementioned initial conditions and breach parameters is presented in
Table 2.4S.4-6. The peak breach outflow predicted by FLDWAV is 130,000 cfsi
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The relationship of estimated peak discharges associated with the respective hydraulic
head at time of failure from Reference 2.4S.4-12e is given in Figure 2.4S.4-13. From
this figure, the peak flow for the MCR embankment breach is only 20,000 cfs, compared
to 130,000 cfs as determined by the FLDWAV program. Therefore, the outflow
hydrograph with a peak outflow of 130,000 cfs used in the breach analysis is
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cefcien~t (C, anCI within their respectiv'e ranges reco mmended in Reference 2.4tS 4
Index (P) hdn frd to temreice peak breach discharge. Also, varying the plasticity,

,index(PI) tom' 4Oib ad no effe~ct on the prbdicted peak discharge Derain h
>aIUe ofD 50 to that of afin material : e ecredsens-l'iVe

lesthan ýa - 'erbentFhrfue theI~ (0ýak 000iab, j )ch~rqase th~q cosdrd,~eset
es fourparameterisi

OfWII thlaareesteMann~snvlue has-iIte " h& redict~ cto-lhep ed
~~k~ds~hage. The, Manning's n-vailue lcompitd1thng_

~the Strickleerre'latioh-b 6fouh~ssto the aer~ag ge'ain" iz&(~) Th f-rI
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Thi foml rdcda -au f001for the1 M mankment. This valueies
unrealistically low. While~ usn teBEC molfrTeton Dam breach analysis,

Fed(Reference 2A.-2e1: omne htteSrcke qainwsjde o
to be applicable fo h iebrahmtra and used a reltvy hgher n-al e of,.91
for~tijip .-ajnalsis For thepresentanalysis a range of n-values were tested.

N-vlue siila tothose for a natural chann~elwith clay materi~alon alsdsoftefo

,path werYen etmte d ba edon engine ering jud~gment and methods developed y oter~i,
suchas Ve Chow (Reference 2 .4S.4-12e(2)). Using Tabl~e 5-5 within~ Reference

24S.-1e(2)the n-yalue based on an earthen~ channel would be 0.02. Applyinglan,
additional0.05 for irregul arity of the flowchannel, a combined total n-value of0.02~5
wias considered. Th dereo reglrt n ariation in cross secto a esc

,tht he vealln-alu Culdbedoule, fr n upper end value of 0.05. Therefore, a

!The ~E~kAOH algorith~msae such that the lowest n-valife considered, ~0.025, ro'duc'e~d a
1lower peak discharge than the hi~ghest n-value consid~ered, 0.05. Therefore,
consideration was given to a highern-value of 0.058 that was still considered withih t'he

rageo feaibility.Tablk .S46 presentsj the predicted peak dscharge, breach
widt attimeof eakdischarge, tim~e to peak discharge~ and res~ervoir level at time of

,pek ishageforeah of the trenvalUes modeled. Figure 2.4S.4-1 3(a) pres~ents
the breach width deeomn v~er tim for all three nvalues tested. The results of the'
sensitivity anlysis indicate that higher roughness coefficients produce higher peak
discharge values, which is counterintuitive. One explanation for this nmay be attributed to,

themoelprditin asddencllas of the pipe section of the dam sooner with the
lo&wer n-values, thus lowering the peak discharge at a critical time. It is noted that the
peak discharg~e and bre~ach openinrg rate is based ~on several modeling algorithms that
ar aanigdicage fresdmernt trnpr ae n trcua etrswt
predicted stbrage depth and tailvWAter dep~th:.-_Ann-value of 0-.05 is used~n the ~FLD WAV
,anlysis.

2.4S.4.2..24.3 BREACH MdelResulIts anid Comparison ith FLDWAV

The~ ~ ; BRAC moeeslsshowin~g breach width development with respect totime of
brahfrain rrsne in Figur~e24S .4-1 3(). The breach~ wi~dth~ increases
intal at a arycntn aefrtefrtfive hours, aft~erwhich the ~rate of breach

breach bottom width is 361 feet. The ~reservoir water level continues to driop as water
flws oujtof th eevi hog they breach an h onterncanleoe as it
cares the large outflow' from the breach. It is nobted that therateof erosion Woul

.derese ubtanialyafter th is ieh~ours' ofthe brea~chj process. Howeve,
considering ~the large volurme, of water remain~ing in the MCR, the breach continues to
expand with diiihn oufo np ecesn rahwit roio ate. The final
'breach width reached after 30 hou~rs is 448 feet.

7taOe 2~.4S.4-6 and Figure 2.4S.4-1 3(c) provide a comparison of the results from
BREACH anjd FLDWAV. The breach width and time topeak used as input to the
FLDA prga eecnevtveyetmtdbsdo ca~se studies of historical
dýam falue pre§entecl in Refernc 2.4,S4--19. FLVA sue i rices
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gfth brac ron-- Jnni6to~ aramxirm-uým w~ith of,-T8O fieet i~ 1.ýh~urs, w Ish'
thetime th~e peak outflow occurs. The ~BREACH model produc&ed the peak discharge

6.5 ours afertestart of tebacdevelopmnent and allowed the breachwidthto
~,continuei to exadftrhepeakdisharge. The BREACH model estimates a lower
1pealk dischar~ge as comnpared to the ~peak discharge predicted Using the FLD'VNAV/Tmodel.
!Evenunaut flow eSularge

Subs weto thanS.4.2.2.4 flwil obtpained wit thew in A gra shdd I'ta flos

thecMaRkrrbnlWat the STP 3 and 4 sste The BREACH- are l sw nigures2.4S.4-
1Time to ariaatdi inawrter breach width at these ofeak compared. to the
hours sf the model. BREACHals praticted'r2. 1fote

pevel dicarge than vlcthe peak thesplarge buildicg.thed using wther leve mof38.8feet
Toccurered a the Unia4rltmeter seeteSndsrctr for thewA anwesite breach scenrio.aPhaea
wat~sier surace elvatio ns for te eas be.c, n etbec r sono h lngi

Subsection 2.4S.4.2.2.4 will be updated as shown in gray shaded text as follows:

2.4S.4.2.2.4.1 Water Levels and Velocities

Critical STP 3 and 4 site locations for RMA2 model results are shown on Figure 2.4S.4-
19. The variation in water surface elevation at these locations from 1.2 hours to 2.5
hours of the model simulation are presented in Figures 2.4S.4-20 and 2.4S.4-21 for the
east breach and west breach, respectively. This selected period includes the peak water
level and peak velocity near the plant buildings. The peak water level of 38.8 feet
occurred at the Unit 4 Ultimate Heat Sink structure for the west breach scenario. Peak
water surface elevations for the east breach and west breach are shown on the plan grid
in Figures 2.4S.4-21 (a) and 2.4S.4-21 (b), respectively. Peak velocities associated with
the east breach and west breach are shown in Figures 2.4S.4-21(c) and 2.4S.4-21(d),
respectively. The maximum velocity of the flood flow was found to be 4.72 feet per
second and occurred between Units 3 and 4 (point 8 on Figure 2.4S.4-19). The variation
in velocity at locations 1 through 8 for the period containing peak velocities for the east
and west breach scenarios is shown in Figures 2.4S.4-21(e) and 2.4S.4-21(f),
respectively.

A ser blysisdwas conube etimaterming these values. Table 2coS.4i7io nt
provides examptles.of pTea dnicharge pernnitedthat estimated foU lniationsurfareelev tion
4 U HS, the ower block on~ the south~ side of Uit4, and at a location between Uriis3
'and 4.The s eow stimam bonare baon 32the wesetbreach simulation results f peak floAo

repectivelys f he s ate r depths are obtained by subtracinthe nominalsite grade
_eeai- i boko34%g rn eak-flobgd.water su Eface elevations.'

A sensitivity analysis was conducted to determine the effect of boundary condition on the
resulting water levels. The analysis indicated that changing the water surface elevation
at the downstream boundary from 32.5 feet to 34 feet does not affect the peak flood
levels for the site.
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Subsection 2.4S.4.2.2.4 will be updated as shown in gray shaded text as follows:

,2A 4,§.42.2.4.5 D ur~t _, qf n jj4dtion, at SAfty

The following references will be added:

Q4 1 Frea P LVBEC,'An iErosiJn Mb'IDP~

'Failiures,'ý"Hydrologic Research Labloaoy O ffice of Hydrloy

ýAiisphen-c Agency,_ Slvr pring,_ MjarIa~ndjJulI,988.

124S.4-12e(2)-' Cvhow,. Ven te Open Channel Hydraulics, Mc~rA-Hi 1Q~jk
q1 pnpyj 1 f95.
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The following table will be revised as shown in gray shaded text:

Table 2.4S.4-5 MCR Embankment Breach Parameters and Peak Discharge Based on
Empirical Equations from Reference 2.4S.4-12d

Parameter Equation Results
rv Time to Failure (hrs) tf = 0.0179(0.0261(V*hw)° 769)0"364  1.7 hours

,) Average Breach Width (m) Bave = 0.1803 V0 "32 hb0'19  127 m (417 ft)

r3) Peak M (m3/s) Qp = 0.607 V
0

"29 hw1.24 1172.8 m 3 /S (62,600 cfs)
Bave = average breach width
hw =depth of water above breach in m = 50.9'- 29' = 21.9' = 6.7 m
hb = the height of breach from the top of embankment in m = 66'- 29' = 37' = 11.3 m
V = volume of water in the MCR between El. 29' and El. 50.9' in m3 = 188,400,000 m3

(152,700 ac-ft)

4?,'Froelich-'s Av~erage BRreachWdt

The following table will be added to the FSAR:

The following table will be added to the FSAR:
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The following table will be added to the FSAR:

The following table will be added to the FSAR:
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The following figure will be added to the FSAR:
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The following figure will be added to the FSAR:

-4- FLDWAV -u- BREACH
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Figure 2.4S.4-13c I Comparison of 13REACH and FLI)WAVOutn6W Hydrographs
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The following figure will be added to the FSAR:
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02.04.04-15

OUESTION:

Provide FSAR updates that address the issues raised above: (1) justification for reliability and
accuracy of RMA2 predictions at the STP site, (2) selection and justification of a reasonable
value for the DEPLIMIT parameter, (3) a description of results of the SED2D simulation(s) that
use the selected value of the DEPLIMIT parameter, (4) a qualitative and quantitative description
of sediment deposition and scouring in the powerblock area, (5) a description of the physical and
hydraulic integrity of the powerblock surface following the flood event, (6) a description of
sediment mass balance for the SED2D simulations, (7) sediment deposition height and scouring
depth maps within the powerblock area, (8) citations for precedents for the use of artificial sumps
in applications of RMA2/SED2D.

Characteristics of the design-basis flood (e.g., flow velocities, scour, deposition) and post-
construction cover (e.g., surface material map, associated properties) are to be consistent in RAIs
5101 and 5105. If the design-basis flood is revised, the revised characteristic shall be applied in
FSAR Sections 2.4S. 12 and 2.4S. 13.

RESPONSE:

(1) A discussion of the reliability and accuracy of the RMA2 model is added to Subsection
2.4S.4.2.2.3. Refer to FSAR markup.

(2) Subsection 2.4S.4.2.2.4.2 is updated to describe the selection and justification of the value
for the DEPLIMIT parameter used in the SED2D analysis. Refer to FSAR markup.

(3) Subsection 2.4S.4.2.2.4.2 is updated to describe how the DEPLIMIT parameter affects the
SED2D results. Refer to FSAR markup.

(4) Subsection 2.4S.4.2.2.4.2 is updated to describe sediment deposition and scouring observed
during the model simulation. Refer to FSAR markup.

(5) A description of the integrity of the powerblock surface following the flood event is
included in Subsection 2.4S.4.2.2.4.2. Refer to FSAR markup.

(6) Subsection 2.4S.4.2.2.4.2 is updated to include a description of sediment mass balance for
the SED2D simulations. Refer to FSAR markup.

(7) Figures 2.4S.4-21 fl and 2.4S.4-21 f2 provide sediment deposition height maps. As
discussed in Subsection 2.4S.4.2.2.4.2 the anticipated erosion/scouring within the
powerblock area is not significant.

(8) Citations for precedents for the use of artificial sumps in applications of RMA2/SED2D
have been added to Subsection 2.4S.4.2.2.3.1.
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The FSAR will be revised as follows as a result of this response:

Subsection 2.4S.4.2.2.3 will be updated as follows:

2.4S.4.2.2.3 RMA2 andSED2D Two-Dimensional Model Simulationg

:adesin smu-ato x !m •eijý e s~naT674lj`ýy

2.4S.4.2.2.3.1~~~~ Bahher Elevation anawnDmns'aGi

f, uling~ribhkmnteroio rtes te ext step isto route tebreach ydrograpjj:t9)
[the safet la ilitis.Because ofthe complextopography of the site, a u2
doeniodflowresultsimnulation was Mc nsd ed breach. The R2-DA2 d wsdevloD
models 3ware'ePlectedtlo conduct th 2Di p yndrond Umic3and psedwimenr transporst
shirulations 'These modelshave'been wideley usedo at t are en t of the mpode packisE.
supported bysUS ArriyECotrpstbT o2 t4Sfr ersFciitie incl4-u2a)e Rin t m del 2iQ

u cR Turine ont d a sterviceulatiIns wat lev
distribution *and sediments i and 2wereiaso and esthes ade rid.
haceptatl datomoandel te 2 flow fevrm dthe hen e mbankment of e

MSrfcRwase Moele igc~ ,ýted, asý wh oter onary Lsof the p2-D grind ps-road ss FM r2 a

LRA,2jnlSED21D.

2.4S.4.2.2.3.1 Bathymetry Elevations and Two-Dimensional Grid
Development
The topography of the STP site was used to determine model bathymetry for routing the
flood flow resulting from the MCR embankment breach. The 2-D grid was developed
using: (1) STP Site Topography; (2) STP Units 3 and 4 Site Grading Plan; and (3) STP
Units 3 and 4 Plot Plan. The grading plan around Units 3 and 4 power block site is
shown in Figure 2.4S.4-14. The grade elevation at the center of the power block is EL.
36.6 ft and slopes to El. 32 ft at the four corners. Facilities included in the model grid are
the Reactor, Turbine, Control, Radwaste, Service and Hot Machine Shop buildings for
Units 1 through 4. The Ultimate Heat Sinks for Units 3 and 4 and Essential Cooling
Pond (ECP) for Units 1 and 2 were also included in the model grid.

The datums of the 2-D grid are in NAD 27 State Plane Texas South Central for the
horizontal datum and NGVD 29 for the vertical datum. The northern embankment of the
MCR was selected as the southern boundary of the 2-D grid, and road FM 521 was
chosen as the northern boundary of the grid. The western and eastern boundaries of the
grid were selected to be sufficiently far from Units 3 and 4 so the target area is not
impacted by the model boundaries (Figure 2.4S.4-1 5).

To assist the 2-D model stability La n. _dj rZ ii g hqI _.mfel
Sand to further ensure that the target area is not impacted by model boundaries,

a hypothetical sump was modeled along the east, north, and west boundaries of the
developed 2-0 grid j. The use of the sump to help with model stability
is a common practice in the, 2.-Dmo~d.,eling field. R eene -12?e3 and Rneer

2.4tT4_-71_24_4_describe the use o.' umps in physical model`,,toconIt~rol advr)te
bo~undary condition~s for calib~ration and the. concept ofi"hyb\ md rn~e e~su
from a~phy~sical moe facmle.rgo r used as input'or bo~ndarycoditionsfor,

acorm pr~ehensiyve'nmrcllm . eerenc~e&2,.4~S-.4,- 25 ~ he
prLeco'dentsj6r the catiiifical
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sensitivity analysis described below indicates that the hypothetical sump has no impact
on model results in and around Units 3 and 4. As a result, the developed 2-D grid
(excluding the artificial sump area) covers an area of 1,477 acres: 5,873 ft in the north-
south direction, and 12,455 ft in the east-west direction. Figures 2.4S.4-16 and 2.4S.4-
17 show the 2-D grid with elevations for the east breach and west breach, respectively.
Lsbe The 2-D grid includes

2,348 nodes and 1,088 elements. The size and location of these elements were
selected to best represent physical features, particularly around Units 3 and 4. The
areas of the 2-D elements range from about 2,500 square feet near the reactor buildings
to about 144,000 square feet away from the units.

Subsection 2.4S.4.2.2.4. 1 will be updated as follows:

2.4S.4.2.2.4.1 Water Levels and Velocities

Critical STP 3 and 4 site locations for RMA2ri&S ED2O model results are shown on
Figure 2.4S.4-19. -tot d- etrmirn 6e t:maximum effect o & of uts73hand'
Kpau~ sldr6•'a t The variation in water surface
elevation at these locations from 1.2 hours to 2.5 hours of the model simulation are
presented in Figures 2.4S.4-20 and 2.4S.4-21 for the east breach and west breach,
respectively. This selected period includes the peak water level and peak velocity near
the plant buildings. The peak water level of 38.8 feet occurred at the Unit 4 Ultimate
Heat Sink structure for the west breach scenario. Peak water surface elevations for the
east breach and west breach are shown on the plan grid in Figures 2.4S.4-21(a) and
2.4S.4-21 (b), respectively. Peak velocities associated with the east breach and west
breach are shown in Figures 2.4S.4-21(c) and 2.4S.4-21(d), respectively. The maximum
velocity of the flood flow was found to be 4.72 feet per second and occurred between
Units 3 and 4 (point 8 on Figure 2.4S.4-19). The variation in velocity at locations 1
through 8 for the period containing peak velocities for the east and west breach
scenarios is shown in Figures 2.4S.4-21(e) and 2.4S.4-21(f), respectively.

Subsection 2.4S.4.2.2.4.2 will be updated as follows:

2.4S.4.2.2.4.2 Effects of Sedimentation and Erosion

The MCR embankment breach analysis also considered the material eroded during the
breach. The embankment material eroded is comprised mostly of clay, with a small
percentage of sand from the internal drainage system and soil cement from the interior
embankment slope lining. The erosion process will also produce a scour hole
downstream of the breach that extends below the breach bottom elevation. The
dimensions of this scour hole, based on lab results from Reference 2.4S.4-12i, are
estimated to be 20 feet deep, 203 feet long and 380 feet wide. The scour hole
contributes 1,543,000 cubic feet of clay to the flood flow. The material eroded from the
MCR embankment contributes an additional 1,697,314 cubic feet of clay; 75,644 cubic
feet of sand; and 117,562 cubic feet of soil cement. t

s n ,, T'cuiibijefretit The flood flow from the MCR
embankment breach would not causer osona the STP 3 and 4 plant site area
because surfacing in this area is mostly concrete or asphalt pavement or compacted
9i'msurjfacin•ng . The maximum velocity of 4.72 ft/s would not cause
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severe erosion of these surfaces, and any minor erosion around corners of the buildings
would not impact the safety-related facilities of Units 3 and 4. therefore, the integrity of
the pova6r block suirfacing wvould remain inatf~lvigteC maketbec

SED2D sediment modeling indicated some deposition on the outer edge of the model
domain and relatively little deposition within the STP site-. Fiues 2.4S.4-21f1) ad

-2.S.4lt1 J2) shonsstn Vithte sediment accmltonentattion resuth acuulto tat phaorintysfh

whre curent velocities are relatively low fortheeast and wst bareachhe, rspectivrely.
'Table 24S .4-7b shows.the amo~unt ofsdmn cuuaina locations defined in

Fiues 2.4S4nd (f3) and 2.S42site.es eieneoitooatosol

involvea sinle 2D grid node, iLe. the nodewith sedimentaccumulation depth i
surrounded by nodes with~ no sediment accumulation at all. ~This single-node result
iniae sltdstfn octo u ovr oaie small velocit at th~e n~ode. These
results. are consistent with the sediment concentration results in that the majority of the
clay and sand loads would be suspended in the flood flow and washed downstream,
beyond the STP site. ýED2~ modleling p. o Iv Iid1es point elevation Iresults that are not easy
to inert nt oueover~ a ag ra u h small acumnulation i Wthin the stud
area (Figures 2.4S.4-21flb andf2),and the large accumulations noted in ~thei sump
outside of FM 521 indicated that the great majority of the edimen~t eroded settled inthe
model sump outside of FM 521. The localized single-no6de seidiment a~ccumiulation
p~redicted bySED21D alsomakes it impractical to appl theuderlyig 2D element are~a
jfor sediment accumui~lation volume calcuilations becauseit will' greatly over-es~timate the
amount of accumulated s~edimentVo lumne if an artficial "pyramrid"' were> assumed to lqe
Ihe sediment accum~rulation volumre. While the u~ser'sinmanual of SED21D does not
ýprovide specific information about sediment mass? balanche in a model sim~ulation, it
states that the derivation of the SE D~2b mdel formulation is ba~sed on~ the basic
convection - diffusion equation (Reference 2.4S.4-i2j). This basic conve6ction~ - ~diffusion
equtationj is a mas balance equationi based on the conservation of mass (Reference
~2.4S,4-12k. ~Therefore, mass balance6 is embedded in the fundamental eutions of

The soil cement lining on the interior wall of the embankment was not simulated. This
material would likely enter the water as chunks or blocks as the embankment collapses,
and these large concrete blocks would be carried only a short distance from the breach
before settling to the bottom. The sediment loading would cease when the breach
opening expansion ends; however, low-sediment frehgh flow" would continue for a
number ofhus4:,, ei4 afterwards until the water in MOR is totally emptied. This
con-ti ntedhigI-i flow period would prevent any remaining clay or sand particles from
settling ýa4wudaha~yaysna4pa~ýR-kýte-td ra
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me ooir ,deposition..depth ~r~r2~pr&t6fTe~dpth
l~oatimad~limb of th excee r'c

Subsection 2.4S.4.2.2.4.4 will be updated as follows:

2.4S.4.2.2.4.4 Spatial Extent of Flooding Due To MCR Embankment Breach

For both the east and west MCR embankment breach scenarios flood water from the
breach opening will flow through the area encompassing Units 1 and 2 and Units 3 and
4, and will spread into the area bounded by FM-521.,__________t the
bj7l i 521: This road has a top of road elevation of

approximately 28 feet to 30 feet, as seen from the USGS topographic map of the area
(Figure 2.4S.4-21(i)). North of FM 521 and west of the west MCR embankment there are
levees with approximate top elevations of 29 feet to 30 feet. South of the MCR along its
south embankment is an east - west canal with levees on both sides. The area around
the STP plant has an approximate grade elevation varying from 25 feet to 30 feet.

The area around the STP plant slopes east towards the Colorado River. Therefore, most
of the flood water from the breach would flow to the Colorado River. A portion of the
breach flow will also reach the Little Robins Slough to the west, which flows south along
the west MCR embankment. From there, the water will either flow east to the Colorado
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River or will flow under the east-west canal through existing siphons and may flow
through several swampy areas to the intracoastal waterway.

Jpp A small portion of the breach flood flow may reach the Tres Palacios River to
the west of the STP site.

The following references will be added:
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The following table will be added to the FSAR:
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The following figure will be added to the FSAR:

FIgure22.4S.4-21f1; Sediment Acqumu"lation (in feet) from East Brekh' Scenario
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The following figure will be added to the FSAR:

Figure 2.4S.4-21f2 Sediment Accumulation (in feet), from West'ý3roach $cenario
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The following figure will be added to the FSAR:

Ficur62. ...4.421 Loaton fo -qd metAd'm lain for . .... BrahSie
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The following figure will be added to the FSAR:

Figure 2AS.4ý21k Locationsfor Sediment Accumulation for West Breachý'Scenario
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The following figure will be added to the FSAR:
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The following figure will be added to the FSAR:
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02.04.05-11

OUESTION:

In RAI 2.4.5-10, the staff asked the applicant to (a) an analysis of the PMSS event using a
conservative approach such as that by a storm surge model (e.g., SLOSH) with input from
appropriate PMH models and (b) reasons why exposure of the outer face of the MCR
embankment to the PMSS event would not lead to a breach. The applicant responded to RAI
2.4.5-10 in a letter dated July 27, 2010. The applicant further described its analyses in support of
response to RAI 2.4.5-10 during a site audit conducted by the staff on August 31-September 1,
2010.

Provide the following information with applicable FSAR updates on: (1) a detailed description of
the ADCIRC model including the wind-wave submodel, (2) a detailed description of supporting
data sets including the topographic and bathymetric grid, (3) a list of conservatively selected
plausible PMH scenarios, consistent with NWS 23 ranges of PMH parameters, used as input to
ADCIRC, (4) a description and justification of why other plausible PMH scenarios were not
selected as conservative, (5) a description of the sensitivity of the ADCIRC-simulated PMSS to
PMH parameters, including radius to maximum winds, forward speed, track direction, and
location of landfall, (6) a description of nonlinearity in estimated PMSS corresponding to various
combinations of PMH parameters, and (7) the selected PMSS near the STP site including
windwave runup.

Also provide information on: (8) a detailed description of various methods used to estimate
current velocities during a PMSS event, (9) a detailed description and justification of simplifying
assumptions made, (10) conservatively selected current velocities and durations for which these
currents will affect the MCR embankment, and (11) justification, including relevant citations, for
the ability of the grass-lined outer face of the northern MCR embankment to withstand the
current velocities without erosion severe enough to cause an embankment breach.

RESPONSE:

In the response to RAI 02.04.05-10 (Letter U7-C-STP-NRC- 100170, Mark McBumett to
Document Control Desk, "Response to Request for Additional Information," dated July 27, 2010
(ML 102100047)), STPNOC provided predictions of the Probable Maximum Storm Surge
(PMSS) for a Probable Maximum Hurricane (PMH) at the STP site. These predictions were
based on four different computer models: 1) the combined SURGE and HEC-RAS hydraulic
model described in FSAR 2.4S.5.2; 2) the 2007 Display CDI Version of the Sea, Lake, and
Overland Surges from Hurricanes (SLOSH) model described in FSAR 2.4S.5.2.4; 3) the April
2010 Version of SLOSH; and, 4) Version 49 of the Advanced Circulation (ADCIRC) Model.
The PMSS predictions based on these computer models varied between 24.3 feet Main Sea Level
(MSL) and 38.5 feet MSL before inclusion of wave runup. Wave runup potentially adds
approximately 2 to 3.3 feet to the predicted surge levels. A detailed description of assumptions
used with each of the four computer models and the corresponding PMSS predictions, including
wave runup, is provided in the response to RAI 02.04.05-10.
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The response to RAI 02.04.05-10 and presentations by STPNOC during a site audit conducted by
the NRC staff on August 3 1.-September 1, 2010, provided detailed justification for the
conclusion that the ADCIRC model provided the most reliable PMSS predictions for the STP
site. ADCIRC predicted the PMSS for the STP site, including wave runup, is 26.5 feet MSL,
which is significantly lower than the 34-foot MSL nominal plant grade at STP 3 & 4. In
response to this RAI question, STPNOC performed additional ADCIRC modeling using
"conservatively selected plausible PMH scenarios, consistent with NWS 23 ranges of PMH
parameters." Using these very conservative assumptions which are detailed in this response,
ADCIRC predicts the PMSS for the STP site, including wave runup, is 29.3 feet MSL, which is
still significantly lower than the 34 foot MSL nominal plant grade at STP 3 & 4.

FSAR 2.4S.2.2 documents that all STP 3 & 4 power block safety-related structures have flood
protection measures, such as watertight doors and components that will prevent any flooding of
the safety-related structures with water levels below an elevation of 40.0 feet MSL. The
Ultimate Heat Sink and Reactor Service Water pump house are water. tight below elevation 50
feet MSL. As documented in the response to RAI 02.04.05-10, all four of the computer models
(and the NRC confinnatory analysis) predict PMSS is less than 38.5 feet MSL before inclusion
of wave runup. When wave runup is included, only one model, based on the implausible
assumption that hurricane intensity will not decay even after the hurricane makes landfall,
predicts that wave runup could exceed 40 feet MSL. RAI 02.04.05-10 concluded that,
collectively, the PMSS predictions from all four computer models (and the NRC confirmatory
analysis) provide a very high degree of assurance that 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, GDC 2, is
met for the probable maximum storm surge because STP 3 & 4 structures, systems and
components important to safety are designed for a design basis flood level of 40.0 feet MSL.

Items 1 through 7 in this response provide the detailed description of the ADCIRC computer
model and the assumptions used in the model that ensure that the results are based on
"conservatively selected plausible PMH scenarios, consistent with NWS 23 ranges of PMH
parameters." Using these assumptions, ADCIRC predicts the PMSS for the STP site is 29.3 feet
MSL, including wave runup, which is significantly lower than the 34-foot MSL nominal plant
grade at STP 3 & 4.

RAI 02.04.05-10 and this RAI both required that STP postulate that the PMSS induces a failure
of the north face main cooling reservoir (MCR) embankment because of the sloshing and erosive
action of floodwaters surrounding the main cooling reservoir. The response to RAI 02.04.05-10
and presentations by STPNOC during a site audit conducted by the NRC staff on August 31-
September 1, 2010, provided a qualitative evaluation that concluded a PMSS could not cause a
breach of the north face of the MCR embankment. Items 8 through 11 in this response provide
the specific details requested in this RAI about MCR embankment breach due to PMSS.
Additionally, the response provides the basis for the conclusion that a PMH induced failure of
the north face of the MCR embankment due to sloshing and erosive action of floodwaters
surrounding the main cooling reservoir is not a credible event.
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Part 1: Additional Information about Advanced Circulation Model (ADCIRC)

Item 1: Detailed Description of the ADCIRC Model Including the Wind-Wave Sub-Model

ADCIRC Overview

The Advanced Circulation Model (ADCIRC) is a hydrodynamic circulation model that simulates
water level and current over an unstructured gridded domain. Run as a two-dimensional or
three-dimensional (2-D or 3-D) model, ADCIRC is used for the following: modeling tide driven
and wind and wave driven circulation in coastal waters; forecasting hurricane storm surge and
flooding; inlet sediment transport/morphology change studies; and, dredging/material disposal
studies.

The numerical computer program was developed over the past 20 years to solve the equations of
motion for a moving fluid on a rotating earth. These equations were formulated using traditional
hydrostatic pressure and Boussinesq approximations. The equations are discretized in space
using the finite element method (FEM), and in time using the finite difference method (FDM).
The water elevation is obtained from the solution of a depth-integrated continuity equation in
Generalized Wave-Continuity Equation (GWCE) form. Velocity is obtained from the solution of
either the 2D or 3D momentum equations. All nonlinear terms have been retained in these
equations. ADCIRC is run using either a Cartesian or a spherical coordinate system. The
GWCE can be solved using either a consistent or a lumped mass matrix, and an implicit or
explicit time stepping scheme.

ADCIRC boundary conditions include:
" specified elevation (harmonic tidal constituents or time series),
" specified normal flow (harmonic tidal constituents or time series),
" zero normal flow,
* slip or no slip conditions for velocity,
* external barrier overflow out of the domain,
" internal barrier overflow between sections of the domain,
" surface stress (wind and/or wave radiation stress),
" atmospheric pressure, and
* outward radiation of waves (Sommerfield condition).

ADCIRC can be forced with the following:
* elevation boundary conditions,
* normal flow boundary conditions,
* surface stress boundary conditions,
* tidal potential, and
* earth load/self-attraction tide.

ADCIRC includes a least squares analysis routine that computes harmonic constituents for
elevation and depth averaged velocity during the course of the run, thus avoiding the need to
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output long time series for post processing. ADCIRC has been optimized for enhanced
performance on multiple computer architectures, and is able to operate at high efficiency on
parallel (i.e. multi-processor) computing systems.

The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) certified ADCIRC for use in performing
storm surge analyses as part of their program for developing Flood Insurance Rate Maps
(FIRMs) along coastal areas of the United States. This model has been, and remains, the
standard coastal model used by the Unites States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE). In
addition to USACE projects, it is used the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) and the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL). ADCIRC is now being applied under the
Interagency Performance Evaluation Task Force (IPET) study to evaluate the wave and water
level impacts on the levees and floodwalls in southeastern Louisiana and Lake Pontchartrain.
This study requires efficient, high-resolution surge modeling of complex geometries and
bathymetries over large areas. Based on the above, ADCIRC was selected by the South Texas
Project (STP) as a method for validating storm surge levels selected as the design basis for STP
Units 3 & 4.

ADCIRC Description (Reference 1)

STP selected ADCIRC-2DDI, the two-dimensional, depth-integrated implementation of the
ADCIRC coastal ocean model, to perform the hydrodynamic computations used to estimate
storm surge levels at the site. The model uses depth-integrated equations of mass and
momentum conservation subject to incompressibility, Boussinesq, and hydrostatic pressure
approximations. The primitive, non-conservative continuity and momentum equations can be
found in Reference 1.

Developers of ADCIRC have spent over 20 years creating numerical solutions to shallow water
equations on unstructured grids using finite element methods. Unstructured finite element-based
methods permit solutions of shallow water equations with localized resolution that lead to more
accurate solutions globally and locally. Four finite element-based unstructured shallow water
equation algorithms were developed. The algorithms are sufficiently robust to be applied to the
wide range of scales of motion, and wide range of hydrodynamic balances, that exist when
computing flows in the deep ocean to computing flows in inlets, floodplains, and rivers. These
algorithms include the Generalized Wave Continuity Equation (GWCE) formulation, considered
the most mature of the four algorithms. The GWCE solution was ultimately selected as the
current base algorithm in ADCIRC.

ADCIRC accounts for the fact that friction varies with depth. A higher friction term is required
in shallow, near shore regions (generally less than 30 feet deep), while a smaller value is more
appropriate in deep basins. However, the friction term is also proportional to the flow velocity.
Therefore, a larger friction term value is applied in high-flow regions that can be deep, such as
rivers and inlets. Operationally, the GWCE solution was implemented to accommodate spatially
variable friction term for quiescent waters deeper than 30 feet offshore; in waters shallower than
30 feet outside of the Texas Study Area; in rivers and inlets where higher velocities lead to
higher frictional resistance; and within the remainder of Texas Study Area. In addition, the
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friction term is increased within the Texas Study Area based on the total water column height
and local currents. This automated current-dependent value within ADCIRC optimizes both
accuracy and robustness, particularly for the very high current speeds encountered during
hurricanes.

The GWCE and the momentum equations are solved sequentially. The FE solution is
implemented using Lagrange linear finite elements in space; and three- and two-level schemes in
time for the GWCE and momentum equations, respectively. The present simulations were done
using an implicit discretization for all linear and some nonlinear terms in the equations, and an
explicit discretization for most nonlinear terms.

Modeling storm surge inundation requires that the model accurately represent wetting and drying
processes at the mesh scale. ADCIRC applies a wet/dry algorithm that is based on a
combination of nodal and elemental criteria. The algorithm requires all nodes within an element
to be wet in order for that element to be included in the hydrodynamic computations. Two
parameters are used to define the wetting/drying criteria. The first parameter defines the nominal
water depth for a node to be considered wet, Ho. The second parameter, a minimum velocity,
Umin, is specified that must be exceeded for water to propagate from a wet node to a dry node.
Nodes are defined as initially dry if they lie above the defined starting water level, or if they are
below the starting water level, but are within protected regions, such as within ring levees.

The algorithm proceeds through the following steps to update the wet and dry elements for the
next time level. Wetting is accomplished by examining each dry element with at least two wet
nodes with depth greater than 1.2 Ho (ensuring sufficient water depth to sustain flow to the
adjacent node). The velocity of the flow from the wet nodes toward the dry node along each
element edge is computed based on a simple force balance between the free surface gradient and
the bottom friction. If this velocity exceeds Umi,, then the third node and the element are wetted.
Finally, a check is made for elements that are surrounded by wet elements to ensure sufficient
water column height (greater than 1.2 Ho at all flow originating nodes) to allow flow to occur
through these elements. While a purely nodal wetting scheme will allow these elements to wet,
the elemental check may prevent this wetting scheme from occurring. For hurricane storm surge
inundation, wet/dry parameters that are relatively unrestrictive have been found to be most
effective are Ho = 0.10 m and Umin = 0.01 m/s.

The wind model used in ADCIRC is an asymmetric model based on Holland (1980), with the
following input parameters:

* maximum hurricane wind speed (at 10 meters),
" central pressure,
" peripheral or background pressure,
* radius to maximum winds,
* distance from the storm center, and
• pressure profile parameter (calculated).

The Holland wind model requires calculation of the maximum gradient wind, which is based on
the maximum hurricane wind speed and surface roughness. Once calculated, the maximum
gradient wind is then used to calculate the pressure profile parameter (referred to as the Holland
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B parameter). The wind field is subsequently adjusted to account for asymmetry associated with
the forward movement and surface roughness.

Land roughness in overland regions is characterized by land-use conditions such as urban,
forested, agricultural, or marsh as described by the Unites States Geological Service (USGS)
National Land Cover Data Classification raster map based upon Landsat imagery and on USGS
Gap Analysis Program data. This information is then combined with land roughness lengths
defined by the FEMA HAZUS software program. Directional roughness values are computed
for each node in the ADCIRC computational grid for 12 upwind directions as a weighted average
of the roughness lengths for all pixels in the USGS land classification raster image that are
within 30 km upwind of the computational node. The weighted pixel land roughness values
upwind of the computational node are finally added together to get the weighted upwind land
roughness coefficient for 12 different directions.

The directional changes in surface roughness from open marine conditions do not fully
characterize the changes in surface stress on the water column during storm surge inundation.
As inundation takes place, the land roughness elements (e.g., marsh grass, crops, and bushes) are
slowly submerged and the drag is reduced. The overland roughness length is therefore reduced
in the model depending on the local water column height. The reduced roughness length is
limited to the marine roughness value, which is reached as the water depth increases.

The wind reduction factor is calculated for each of the 12 directions as a ratio between the
surface roughness for open marine conditions and the weighted upwind land roughness adjusted
for local inundation. The approximation of the wind speed reduction is based on applying a
power law approximation to logarithmic boundary layer theory. Actual wind reduction factors
used at each node during the simulation are determined from the pre-computed directional
roughness values closest to the wind direction at that time and place.

The ADCIRC model was developed to ensure an efficient solution, and large computational
platforms have been used to solve these problems. First, the sparse matrix that results from the
GWCE formulation is solved via an efficient conjugate gradient solver that enables the solution
of problems with a large number of degrees of freedom with cost linearly related to the number
of nodes. Second, parallel processing techniques are used to run the ADCIRC model on
distributed memory processors. Domain decomposition is employed to divide the computational
mesh into portions that can be solved on individual processors. A number of dedicated (up to
three) output processors eliminate any slowdowns when writing the large files to disk. When a
relatively low ratio of interface-to-interior nodes is maintained to minimize inter-processor
communications, linear or even super-linear speedups are achieved due to the on-chip memory
on RISC based chips. Wall clock times are therefore reduced by a factor at least equal to the
number of processors.

The ADCIRC model as applied to the STP analysis underwent an extensive flood level
evaluation process to validate it over a range of conditions to ensure that the flow physics of the
system were accurately characterized. The set of validation storms specific to the Texas coastal
areas included Hurricanes Carla (1961), Celia (1970), Allen (1980), Alicia (1983), Bret (1999),
Rita (2005), and Ike (2008). Hurricanes Rita and Ike were particularly useful storms for
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validation because of the large degree of surge they produced, and the accurate measurements of
wind, atmospheric pressure, waves, and surge levels that exist for these two storms.

Wind-Wave Sub-Model Description

ADCIRC is linked to a computer program called SWAN to calculate wave-induced setup, in
addition to the wind-induced setup. SWAN is a third-generation wave model developed by Delft
University of Technology. SWAN computes random, short-crested wind-generated waves in
coastal regions and inland waters. SWAN computations can be made on a regular grid, a
curvilinear grid, and a triangular mesh in a Cartesian or spherical co-ordinate system. SWAN
accounts for the following physics:

" wave propagation in time and space, shoaling, refraction due to current and depth,
frequency shifting due to currents and non-stationary depth,

" wave generation by wind,
* three- and four-wave interactions,
* white capping, bottom friction, and depth-induced breaking,
* dissipation due to vegetation,
* wave-induced set-up,
* propagation from laboratory up to global scales, and
, transmission through and reflection against obstacles.

SWAN Description (Reference 2)

SWAN predicts the evolution in geographical space and time of the wave action density
spectrum with the relative frequency and the wave direction. The unstructured-mesh version of
SWAN implements an analog to the four-direction Gauss-Seidel iteration technique employed in
the structured version, and it maintains the unconditional stability in SWAN. SWAN computes
the wave action density spectrum at the vertices of an unstructured triangular mesh. It orders the
mesh vertices so it can sweep through them and update the action density using information from
neighboring vertices. It then sweeps through the mesh in opposite directions until the wave
energy has propagated sufficiently through geographical space in all directions. As a spectral
model, SWAN does not attempt to represent physical processes at scales less than a wave length
even in regions with very fine-scale mesh resolution. Phase-resolving wave models should be
employed at these scales if sub-wave length scale flow features need to be resolved. However,
this fine-scale mesh resolution may be necessary for other reasons, such as representing the
complex bathymetry and topography of the region, or to improve the numerical properties of the
computed solution.

SWAN is driven by wind speeds, water levels and currents computed at the vertices by
ADCIRC. Marine winds can be input to ADCIRC in a variety of formats, and these winds are
adjusted directionally to account for surface roughness. ADCIRC interpolates spatially and
temporally to project these winds to the computational vertices, and then it passes them to
SWAN. The water levels and ambient currents are computed in ADCIRC before being passed to
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SWAN, where they are used to recalculate the water depth and all related wave processes such as
wave propagation and depth-induced breaking.

ADCIRC and SWAN run in series on the same local mesh and core. The two models step
through time, each being forced with information from the other model. Because of the
sweeping method used by SWAN to update the wave information at the computational vertices,
it can take much larger time steps than ADCIRC, which is diffusion and Courant-time-step
limited dueto its semi-explicit formulation and its wetting-and-drying algorithm. For that
reason, the coupling interVal is taken to be the same as the SWAN time step. On each coupling
interval, ADCIRC is run first, because it is assumed that, in the near shore and the coastal
floodplain, wave properties are more dependent on circulation.

At the beginning of a coupling interval, ADCIRC can access the radiation stress gradients
computed by SWAN at times corresponding to the beginning and end of the previous interval.
ADCIRC uses that information to extrapolate the gradients at all of its time steps in the current
interval. These extrapolated gradients are used to force the ADCIRC solution as described
above. Once the ADCIRC stage is finished, SWAN is run for one time step, to bring it to the
same moment in time as ADCIRC. SWAN can access the wind speeds, water levels, and
currents computed at the mesh vertices by ADCIRC, at times corresponding to the beginning and
end of the current interval. SWAN applies the mean of those values to force its solution on its
time step. In this way, the radiation stress gradients used by ADCIRC are always extrapolated
forward in time, while the wind speeds, water levels, and currents used by SWAN are always
averaged over each of its time steps.

The unstructured-mesh SWAN spectral wave model and the ADCIRC shallow-water circulation
model have thus been integrated into a tightly coupled SWAN + ADCIRC model. The model
components are applied to an identical, unstructured mesh; share parallel computing
infrastructure; and run sequentially in time. Wind speeds, water levels, currents, and radiation
stress gradients are vertex-based, and therefore can be passed through memory or cache to each
model component. The integrated SWAN + ADCIRC system is highly scalable and allows for
localized increases in resolution without the complexity or cost of nested meshes or global
interpolation between heterogeneous meshes. Hurricane waves and storm surge as estimated by
the coupled SWAN + ADCIRC model have been validated for Hurricane Katrina and Hurricane
Rita, demonstrating the importance of inclusion of the wave-circulation interactions.

Item 2: Detailed Description of Supporting Data Sets Including the Topographic and
Bathymetric Grid

Topographic Grid (Reference 3).

Accurate mapping of the topography surrounding the STP site is essential to simulate correctly
inland flood propagation. Topography influences the speed and direction of wind-wave and
surge propagation, and frictional dissipation. Topography can also regionally amplify or
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attenuate storm surge. For these reasons, the topography in Coastal Texas was mapped in the
ADCIRC hydrodynamic model using the most accurate and current topographic survey data.
Topographic values were applied from a variety of data sources. The most recent and most
trusted topographic values came from LIDAR (Reference 4) data sets from the Texas Water
Development Board (TWDB), Harris County Flood Control District (HCFCD), FEMA, and
LSU/Louisiana Oil Spill Contingency Office Atlas. The nodal elevations in the ADCIRC mesh
were carefully reviewed at the interface between data sources and adjusted to smooth out any
discontinuities. All data sets were converted to North American Datum of 1983 (NAD83) and
elevations adjusted to NAVD88.

Topographic data for the majority of the terrain in Texas were obtained from the TWDB (2007),
HCFCD (2002), FEMA (2006), and LSU LIDAR. These data were available in Digital
Elevation Model (DEM) form on a 10-meter-by- I0-meter basis, and some later became available
on a 1-meter by 1-meter basis. Small-scale hydro-dynamically relevant features, like levees,
riverbanks, and roadbeds, are represented in the data. The ADCIRC mesh was primarily built
using the 10-meter LIDAR because its nominal resolution best matched the intended resolution
of most areas of the mesh. Some refinements of highly resolved, hydraulically relevant features
were later made using the 1-meter LIDAR DEM.

Aerial photography was not utilized as a source of bathymetric or topographic definition when
creating the TX2008 Grid. However, once topography and bathymetry were defined using the
most accurate data available, the horizontal alignment of major features like roadways,
shorelines, and river banks was checked against aerial photographs using both satellite images
and Google Earth images (Google, 2007).

TX2008 Domain/Grid Definition

Version 13 of the Texas topographic grid, herein referred to as TX2008 model, is an extension of
the earlier EC2001 U.S. East Coast and Gulf of Mexico tide model and the TX04 Coastal Texas
storm surge model. These models all incorporate the western North Atlantic Ocean, the Gulf of
Mexico, and the Caribbean Sea to allow for full dynamic coupling between oceans, continental
shelves, and the coastal floodplain without requiring definition of these complicated couplings in
the boundary conditions. The TX2008 model extends the geographic coverage of these earlier
models to include all the floodplains of Coastal Texas. In addition, improved feature definitions,
surface roughness definition, wave radiation stress definition, and grid resolution were all
incorporated into the TX2008 model. Figure 1 shows the topographic data sources used to create
the TX2008 Grid.
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Figure 1 Topographic Data Sources for the TX2008 Grid

The development of an accurate unstructured grid storm surge model of Coastal Texas requires
appropriate selection of the model domain and optimal resolution of features controlling surge
propagation. The TX2008 model domain has an eastern open ocean boundary that lies along the
60-degree west meridian, extending south from the vicinity of Glace Bay in Nova Scotia,
Canada, to the vicinity of Coracora Island in eastern Venezuela. This domain has a superior
open ocean boundary that is primarily located in the deep ocean and lies outside of any resonant
basin. This boundary has nominal geometric complexity. Tidal response is dominated by the
astronomical constituents. Nonlinear energy is limited due to the depth. The boundary is not
located near tidal amphidromes. Hurricane storm surge response along this boundary is
essentially an inverted barometric pressure effect directly correlated to the atmospheric pressure
deficit in the meteorological forcing. It can therefore be easily specified. This boundary allows
the model to accurately capture basin-to-basin and shelf-to-basin physics.

Much of the domain is bordered by a land boundary made up of the eastern coastlines of North,
Central, and South America. The highly detailed/resolved region extends along the coast from
Brownsville to Port Arthur, Texas. The coastal regions adjacent to Texas, northern Mexico, and
western Louisiana were also included at high resolution in order to allow storm surge to
realistically attenuate and laterally spread into the adjacent regions. In the Texas model, the
domain includes a large overland region that is at risk for storm surge induced flooding. Details
of the domain with bathymetry and topography as well as levees and raised roadways across
Coastal Texas near the STP site can be seen on Figure 2. The inland extent of the Texas model
follows high topography or major hydraulic controls. The land boundary runs along the 30 to 75
foot land contour. The boundary was positioned such that lower-lying valleys and the adjacent
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highlands were included. It is critical that boundary location and boundary condition
specification do not hinder physically realistic model response.

S

a:
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Figure 2 Topographic Features of the TX2008 Grid

Critical hydraulic features and controls are included in the TX2008 grid that both enhance and
attenuate storm surge. Rivers and channels can be conduits for storm surge propagation far
inland. Topographical features such as levee systems stop flow and can focus storm surge
energy into local areas, resulting in the amplification of storm surge. Floodplains and wetlands
cause attenuation of flood wave propagation. Many interconnected features are in Texas,
including deep naturally scoured channels, wetlands, and an extensive and intricate system of
river banks, levees, and raised roadways. Rivers, such as the Brazos River, Nueces River and
Rio Grande, and numerous major dredged navigation canals including the Gulf Intracoastal
Waterway (GIWW) are incorporated into the grid. All significant levee systems, elevated roads,
and railways have been specifically included in the domain as barrier boundaries. These raised
features are represented as a continuous row of elevated nodes, as internal barrier boundaries, or
as external barrier boundaries when they are at the edge of the domain.

The computational mesh shown in Figure 2 was constructed to provide sufficient resolution for
the tidal, wind, atmospheric pressure, and riverine flow forcing functions from the ocean basins
to the coastal floodplain. Efficient and effective resolution of tidal response within the basins
and on the shelf is determined by tidal wavelength and topographic length scale criteria. Based
on propagation of the predominant tidal wavelength, a minimum wavelength-to-grid spacing
ratio of at least 50 is required, and more satisfactory is closer to 100. The mesh also has
increased resolution at the shelf break guided by a topographic length scale criteria in order to
capture the higher localized wave number content.
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The mesh design provides localized refinement of the Texan coastal floodplains and of the
important hydraulic features. The level of detail in Coastal Texas is very high, with nodal
spacing reaching as low as 100 feet in the most highly refined areas. Unstructured meshes can
resolve the critical features and the associated local flow processes with orders of magnitude of
fewer computational nodes than a structured grid because the latter is limited in its ability to
provide resolution on a localized basis, and fine resolution generally extends far outside the
necessary area. The TX2008 mesh is refined locally to resolve features such as inlets, rivers,
navigation channels, levee systems, and local topography/bathymetry.

Previous mesh-resolution sensitivity studies applying the ADCIRC model to the rivers and the
Lake Pontchartrain-Lake Borgne inlet system indicate that under-resolution severely dampens
tidal and surge propagation into rivers and inlets. Regardless of channel dimensions, a small
number of meshing stipulations were adhered to while mapping inland waterway bathymetry in
the model. The most stringent constraint was to set a maximum resolution of 100 feet
throughout the mesh in order to control computational cost. A finer level of resolution creates
additional nodes, elements, and thus calculations per time step. In addition, a smaller time step is
needed within the ADCIRC model in order to accommodate for the high spatial resolution. A
second important attribute of channel meshes is the placement of a minimum number of nodes
across a channel. When possible, at least five nodes were placed across a channel for two
reasons. First and foremost, channels require high resolution in order to adequately capture
bathymetric characteristics. Second, multiple nodes are placed within the channel to prevent the
ADCIRC wetting and drying algorithm from artificially reducing the conveyance of the channel.

The TX2008 computational mesh contains more than 2.8 million nodes and nodal spacing varies
significantly throughout the mesh. Grid resolution varies from approximately 12 to 15 miles in
the deep Atlantic Ocean to about 100 feet in Texas. The high grid resolution required for the
study region leads to a final grid with more than 90 percent of the computational nodes placed
within or upon the shelf adjacent to Texas, enabling sufficient resolution while minimizing the
cost of including such an extensive domain. Use of a large-scale domain therefore only adds 10
percent to the computational cost of the simulations. The result, however, is the application of
highly accurate boundary conditions and full dynamic coupling between all scales from basins to
inlets.

Bathymetric Grid

Accurate model bathymetry is crucial to accurately represent the flow physics of a region.
Bathymetry controls physical processes including long wave and short wind-wave propagation
speed and direction, structure, and dissipation. Bathymetry in the regions in the western North
Atlantic, Gulf of Mexico, and Caribbean Sea that are included in the models was drawn from a
number of sources including the raw bathymetric sounding database from NOS, the Digital
Nautical Charts (DNC) bathymetric database, and ETOPO5 data from NOAA. The NOS raw
sounding database provides the most comprehensive coverage over U.S. continental shelf waters,
which include more than 13 million sounding values and is the basis of NOS/NOAA bathymetric
charts. Although the surveys are not as comprehensive as the NOS raw soundings, DNC values
are available within the Gulf of Mexico and much of the western North Atlantic and Caribbean
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Sea, while ETOPO5 coverage is worldwide. Data accuracy and preferences are in the order
NOS, DNC, and finally ETOPO5. Bathymetry for inland waterways in Coastal Texas is
provided by regional bathymetric surveys and dredging surveys from the USACE SWG, NOAA,
TWDB, or nautical charts. Figure 3 shows the source for ADCIRC mesh bathymetric data for
Matagorda Bay and the surrounding water bodies.

Bathymetric/Topographic Definition

Geometry, topography, and bathymetry in the TX2008 model were all defined to replicate the
prevailing conditions, post-Hurricane Ike 2008. To simplify specification of accurate tide and
hurricane storm surge boundaries, the Gulf of Mexico and a portion of the Atlantic Ocean were
included in the computational mesh. Open ocean bathymetric depths were first interpolated from
a 5-degree-by-5-degree regular grid based on the ETOPO5 values. The DNC bathymetric values
were then applied over much of the Atlantic, Gulf of Mexico, and Caribbean. Bathymetric
values were subsequently applied using the NOAA depth-sounding database. Thus, bathymetric
values were applied with a priority/availability system with preference being given to the NOAA
sounding database, then the DNC database, and then the ETOPO5 database. This preference is
related to the accuracy of each database.

Bathymetric values were then evaluated at computational nodes using an element-based
gathering/averaging procedure instead of a direct interpolation procedure. The
gathering/averaging procedure searches for all available sounding/bathymetric survey values
within the cluster of elements connected to one specific node. It then averages these values and
assigns the average value as the depth/bathymetric elevation to that node. This
gathering/averaging procedure essentially implements grid scale filtering to the bathymetric data
and ensures that bathymetry is consistent with the scale of the grid. Bathymetry was locally
checked with available NOAA navigational charts. In regions with missing or incorrect data,
supplemental data from the USACE SWG, USGS, or NOS bathymetric charts were applied.
Bathymetry was typically specified to various tidal datum and then adjusted to NAVD88 by
adding the difference so the correct datum was defined. Inland bathymetry for the TX2008 grid
was taken primarily from regional bathymetric surveys from the USACE SWG and other
sources. Particular care was taken to define bathymetry for the channels. Due to the scale,
averaging methods were not appropriate. Background base grids were therefore prepared
directly from the sounding tracks that were then used to interpolate channel values.

Quality checks were also performed on the bathymetry prior to putting the model into
production. First, the connectivity of the flow channels and conveyances were inspected to
ensure the data were representative of the flow features. Second, transitions between features
were smoothed so flow was not cut off or re-routed in a physically inaccurate manner due to
discontinuities between the datasets. Third, the channels as implemented in the mesh were
quality checked for smoothness at the resolved mesh scale. In sections of some channels,
especially at channel intersections, survey data were not available or not adequate to capture
correctly the intersection bathymetry. The presence of steep, fluctuating gradients is not
physically realistic. Thus, ridges artificially interpolated into the channels were removed in
order to represent the channel conveyance in a manner more representative of the channel's
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natural state. Finally, grid quality checks were done within the mesh editing software in order to
ensure that the mesh would yield accurate numerical performance.

Topography in Texas was obtained predominantly using 10-meter LIDAR data supplied by
FEMA. All topographic and bathymetric data were spatially averaged to the local mesh scale.
The topographic data were applied to the grid by searching for all LIDAR points within a
rectangle defined by the average distance from the node for which we are assigning a
topographic value to the connected nodes. This rectangular averaging paradigm was applied
because the search algorithms to find all the topographic values work significantly faster than the
unstructured grid element cluster gather/averaging schemes used for the bathymetric data. Given
the number of on land nodes and the tremendous size of the LIDAR databases, speed is critical.
Finally, the rectangular averaging scheme also effectively implements grid scale averaging to the
topographic values assigned to the nodes in the grid.

Vertical Features with Small Horizontal Scales

In addition to describing bathymetry and topography, the TX2008 grid model must account for
pronounced vertical features with small horizontal scales relative to the grid scale. While
features such as barrier islands and riverbanks are generally well resolved in grids with
resolutions down to about 100 feet, features like levees, floodwalls, railroads, and raised
highways will not be sufficiently well resolved with 100-foot grid resolution. Frequently, these
small-scale features can be significant horizontal obstructions to flow causing water to rise or be
diverted elsewhere. These obstructions must therefore be carefully incorporated into the model
as sub-grid scale weirs or lines of nodes'specified as feature crown elevations. Their horizontal
and vertical position must be well defined (see Figure 2). Sub-grid scale weirs were included
with sub- and super-critical weir coefficients for features that were notably higher (i.e., 10 feet)
than prevailing ground.

Federal, state, and local roads, and railroads and other continuous raised features, were'
positioned horizontally using LIDAR data or satellite images. Vertical positions were typically
defined from the Texas 10-meter-by- 10-meter LIDAR data set. However, the elevations were
also confirmed or adjusted with 1-meter-by-1-meter LIDAR where available. The crown height
was obtained automatically by searching a defined region around the raised feature's point of
interest. Features were only included if the crown height was more than three feet above the
adjacent topography and the feature was long enough to substantially impede flow.

Feature Definition

Levee and road crown heights are important because they define the overtopping water surface
elevation, thus controlling the local flow of water during a surge event. Even after overtopping,
raised features can lead to localized storm surge buildup. Levee and road systems that are
barriers to flood propagation are features that generally fall below the defined grid scale and
represent a non-hydrostatic flow scenario. In the TX2008 grid, raised features lying three meters
or less above prevailing ground were defined using a continuous line of nodes to impede the
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flow. This definition allows the ADCIRC model to predict flow over relatively low-lying raised
features dynamically using the shallow water equations. For these roads, railroads, and ridges, a
line of ADCIRC nodes were carefully placed along the centerline of the feature. The finite
element edges were aligned to follow the feature, thereby accurately implementing the
topographic feature into the mesh.

However, in instances that raised features are substantially higher than prevailing ground, it is
most effective to treat these structures as sub-grid scale parameterized weirs within the domain.
ADCIRC defines weirs as barrier boundaries by a pair of computational nodes with a specified
crown height that accommodate both super- and sub-critical overflows. Once the water level
reaches a height exceeding the crown height, the flow across the structure is computed according
to basic weir formulae. This is accomplished by examining each node in the defined pair for
their respective water surface heights and computing flow according to the difference in water
elevation. The resulting flux is specified as a normal flow from the node with the higher water
level to the node with the lower water level for each node pair. Weir boundary conditions also
are implemented for external barrier boundaries, which permit surge that overtops levee
structures at the edge of the domain to transmit flow out of the computational area.

All raised feature heights are defined using the most recent surveys available from the various
sources, including LIDAR sources, USACE SWG surveys, and surveys from local jurisdictions.
In the case of surveys, crown heights were mapped to the mesh using the nearest relevant survey
point. Low-lying road and railroad crown heights in Texas were defined using LIDAR-applied
elevations in a similar paradigm as the grid scale averaging topographic definition. The
exception being that a crown height was defined as the maximum within a nodal control volume,
rather than as a mesh scale averaged value.
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Figure 3 Bathymetric Data Sources for the TX2008 Grid
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Item 3: A List of Conservatively Selected Plausible PMH Scenarios, Consistent with NWS 23
Ranges of PMH Parameters, Used as Input to ADCIRC

As indicated in response to RAI 02.04.05-10 (Letter U7-C-STP-NRC-100170, Mark McBurnett
to Document Control Desk, "Response to Request for Additional Information," dated July 27,
2010 (ML102100047)), NWS 23 specifies ranges of PMH parameters for the STP site. These
ranges include a radius to maximum winds of 6.0 to 20.8 miles; an approach, direction of 97.50 to
1900 clockwise from the north; and, a forward speed of 6.9 to 21.8 mph. STP used combinations
of these three parameters, in addition to three different landfall points, to specify several PMH
scenarios that may occur at the STP site. Three individual values were selected for each of these
scenarios, resulting in 81 PMH storm tracks. The radius to maximum winds was set to 6, 12.9,
and 20.8 miles; the approach angle to 97.50, 143.80, and 1900 clockwise from the north; and the
forward speeds to 6.9, 14.4, and 21.8 mph for each run. Three landfall points were selected, with
the first landfall point located at a distance equal to the radius of maximum winds, west of the
mouth of the Colorado River Navigation Channel at the barrier islands. The second point was
centered on the mouth of the Colorado River Navigation Channel at the barrier islands. The
third point was located a distance equal to the radius of the maximum winds east of the mouth of
the Colorado River Navigation Channel, at the barrier islands. All storm tracks were straight. A
total of 81 combinations resulted from the selection of these parameters.

The results of storm surge simulations using SLOSH indicated that the maximum water, surface
elevation near STP Units 3 and 4 sites would be produced by a large (in terms of radius to
maximum winds), fast-moving (in terms of forward speed) storm that would produce prevailing
winds blowing from the east toward STP Units 3 and 4. Because hurricanes rotate counter
clockwise in the northern hemisphere, the highest surges are expected on the east side of the
hurricane eye due to the fastest onshore wind being toward the right of the eye. Storms with
larger forward speeds generate faster responses in surge, leaving less time for the surge to
dissipate over and around the surrounding terrain. Considering these factors, the site would be
most vulnerable to flooding when the eye of the hurricane passes quickly to the west of the site
on the leading edge of the storm. Based on the above outcomes and observations, STP
concluded that the PMH estimated from the NWS 23 method would result from a storm with a
radius to maximum winds of 20.8 miles, an approach angle of 143.80 clockwise from the north,
and a forward speed of 21.8 mph.

Based on these results, a series of hurricane scenarios were simulated using ADCIRC to
determine the maximum water surface elevation near STP Units 3 and 4 resulting from storm
surge. The PMH parameters selected for the ADCIRC runs were based on the storm scenario
that produced the maximum surge at the site during the prior analysis with SLOSH. Specifically,
the PMH parameters selected for the ADCIRC runs based on NWS 23 are a radius to maximum
winds of 24 miles (21 nm); an approach direction of 1350 clockwise from the north (i.e. a
northwesterly direction); a forward speed of 23 mph (20 knots); a central pressure of 26.19 in
Hg; and a peripheral pressure of 30.12 in Hg. The only variables were the distance of the storm
track from the site and the track direction. Table 1 shows the resulting features of each of the
seven simulated hurricanes. Scenarios 1 through 7 show the actual storm tracks and related
inputs used for each of the seven ADCIRC runs.
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As discussed during the on-site audit by the NRC audit team on August 31 through September 1,
2010, when using similar storm features ADCIRC will produce smaller values for surge heights
at the site of STP Units 3 and 4 when compared to values produced by SLOSH. The reasons for
these differences are as follows:

" Grid Resolution
" Terrain Features (e.g., City of Matagorda Levee)
* Wind Model
* Friction Coefficients (Bottom and Surface)
* Pressure Differential (SLOSH: 133 Mb; ADCIRC: 123 Mb to 126 Mb)

When executing the ADCIRC runs, the program uses the Holland wind profile as the basis for
calculating surface wind speeds as a function of distance from the storm center. SLOSH uses a
different wind profile based on NWS 48. When comparing the two models, for the same
gradient wind speed and distance from the storm center, the SLOSH wind profile based on NWS
48 will generate a greater value for wind speed than the Holland wind profile. The ADCIRC
code was therefore changed, with the NWS 48 wind profile equation inserted in place of the
Holland wind profile equation. The pressure differential was also increased during the ADCIRC
runs to 133 Mb. These steps were taken to mitigate differences between the program outputs
that might otherwise be attributable to the wind model and to the pressure differential. The only
remaining differences between the two models are gird resolution, terrain features, and friction
coefficients.

TABLE 1. ADCIRC Hurricane Scenarios

Scenario 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Central 887 Mb 887 Mb 887 Mb 887 Mb 887 Mb 887 Mb 887 Mb
Pressure (26.19 Hg) (26.19 Hg) (26.19 Hg) (26.19 Hg) (26.19 Hg) (26.19 Hg) (26.19 Hg)

Peripheral 1020 Mb 1020 Mb 1020 Mb 1020 Mb 1020 Mb 1020 Mb 1020 Mb
Pressure (30.12 Hg) (30.12 Hg) (30.12 Hg) (30.12 Hg) (30.12 Hg) (30.12 Hg) (30.12 Hg)

Pressure 133 Mb 133 Mb 133 Mb 133 Mb 133 Mb 133 Mb 133 Mb
Differential (3.93 Hg) (3.93 Hg) (3.93 Hg) (3.93 Hg) (3.93 Hg) (3.93 Hg) (3.93 Hg)

Radius to 24 miles 24 miles 24 miles 24 miles 24 miles 24 miles 24 miles
Maximum (21 nm) (21 nm) (21 nm) (21 nm) (21 nm) (21 nm) (21 nm)

Winds

23 mph 23 mph 23 mph 23 mph 23 mph 23 mph 23 mph
(20 knots) (20 knots) (20 knots) (20 knots) (20 knots) (20 knots) (20 knots)

Maximum 184 mph 184 mph 184 mph 184 mph 184 mph 184 mph 184 mph
Sustained Wind (180 knots) (180 knots) (180 knots) (180 knots) (180 knots) (180 knots) (180 knots)

Shortest
Distance from

site

12 miles
(10.4 nm)

24 miles
(20.9 nm)

36 miles
(31.3 nm)

24 miles
(21 nm)

24 miles
(21 nm)

24 miles
(21 nm)

24 miles
(21 nm)

Track Direction NW NW NW
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SCENARIO 2 (24 NW)
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SCENARIO 3 (36 NW)
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SCENARIO 4 (24 North)
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SCENARIO 5 (24 N-NW)
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SCENARIO 6 (24 W-NW)
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SCENARIO 7 (24-W)
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Item 4: A Description and Justification of Why Other Plausible PMH Scenarios Were Not
Selected as Conservative

The basis for selecting the storm scenarios as described in response to Item 3 reflect ranges of
PMH parameters for the STP site as set forth by NWS 23. The storm features as summarized in
Table 1 and as illustrated in scenarios provided at the end of this section represent the most
conservative combination of storm scenarios in terms of features that contribute most to
amplification of storm surge height. Specifically, the storms scenarios use:

" the greatest pressure differential which will create a stronger storm,
* the greatest radius to maximum winds which will create a larger storm,
" the greatest forward speed which will increase surge heights,
• a maximum sustained wind speed that remains constant up to landfall,
" tracks which direct storm surge in paths that are least resistant to wave build-up, and
* a wind profile that is considered conservative when compared to other wind profiles.

A credible storm scenario could not be identified within the parameters set forth in NWS 23 that
would be viewed as more conservative than the seven scenarios as defined in Item 3.

Item 5: A Description of the Sensitivity of the ADCIRC-simulated PMSS to PMII Parameters,
Including Radius to Maximum Winds, Forward Speed, Track Direction, and Location
of Landfall

ADCIRC was run for the seven scenarios as discussed in response to Item 3. The results are
summarized in Table 2 below. The storm track and graphic output files showing the predicted
surge height are shown in Figures labeled Scenario 1 through Scenario 7.

TABLE 2. Results of ADCIRC Runs

Scenario

Shortest
Distance
from site
Track
Direction
Maximum
Surge Height(ft)

1 2 3

12 miles 24 miles 36 miles
(10.4 nm) (20.9 nm) (31.3 nm)

NW NW NW

26.5 29.3 28.5
(8.08 m) (8.93 m) (8.67 m)

4 5 6 7

24 miles 24 miles 24 miles 24 miles
(21 nm) (21 nm) (21 nm) (21 nm)

25.0 29.0 26.0 20.0
(7.62 m) (8.84 m) (7.92 m) (6.10 m)
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Figure 4 shows the maximum storm surge at the site as a function of the shortest distance of the
storm track from the site. For these three scenarios, the track direction remained constant
(northwest path). As indicated in Figure 4, the greatest storm surge occurs when the shortest
distance of the storm track from the site is equal to the radius to maximum winds.
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Figure 4. Storm Surge Height (ft above MSL) vs. Distance from Site

Figure 5 shows the maximum storm surge at the site as a function of the track direction relative
to the site. For these five scenarios, the shortest distance of the storm track from the site
remained constant (24 miles). As indicated in Figure 5, the greatest storm surge occurs when the
track is generally heading in a northwesterly direction.
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Figure 5. Storm Surge Height (ft above MSL) vs. Direction
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A series of figures are provided to illustrate the impact of the PMSS on the MCR as estimated by
ADCIRC. Figure 6 shows a surface elevation map created from the actual ADCIRC input file,
with two cross sections that cut through the MCR, labeled Section AA' and Section BB'. Figure
7 shows boundary node features and barrier heights for Section AA' and Section BB', which are
part of the ADCIRC, input file. Figure 8 and Figure 9 show vertical elevations of Section AA'
and Section BB', respectively, using the topographic data files selected for the ADCIRC model
runs (blue line), along with the PMSS level produced by ADCIRC (purple line). Also shown on,
Figure 8 and Figure 9 are vertical elevations based on topographic data currently incorporated
into the SLOSH model (red line). As discussed in response to Item 2, the TX2008 grid model
used in ADCIRC accounts for pronounced vertical features with small horizontal scales relative
to the grid scale, specifically features like the levee surrounding the City of Matagorda and inter-
coastal canals.

Overflow errors were encountered within ADCIRC during execution of Scenario 7 with the
storm heading in a westerly direction. Such errors occur when the grid cells become
overwhelmed in both number and magnitude of surge height, thus resulting in termination of the
program (see Scenario 7). When the program terminated, the storm had made landfall along the
Texas coastline, with the STP site shown as dry. To determine if the STP site would have been
inundated had the storm continued to progress inland following landfall, the scenario was re-run
at a lower maximum wind speed of 140 knots versus 160 knots. Execution was subsequently
successful, with the site showing a surge level of 18 feet above MSL. Earlier sensitivity runs
using ADCIRC showed that a 20-knot difference in the maximum wind speed for a
northwesterly track would produce a difference in surge height of approximately 1.5 feet. The
estimated surge height for Scenario 7 as shown in Table 2 and Figure 5 was. therefore estimated
to be approximately 20 feet above MSL.
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Item 6: A Description of Nonlinearity in Estimated PMSS Corresponding to Various
Combinations of PMH Parameters

The results as shown in response to Item 5 indicate, to a limiting degree, that the surge height
does not vary linearly with respect to either track direction or distance from the site. It is
difficult to describe the exact nature of this non-linearity, as it could be attributable to many
factors. However, the outcomes are consistent with the observed behavior of hurricanes with
respect to storm surge impacts along the western portion of the Gulf of Mexico.

Item 7: The Selected PMSS Near the STP Site Including Wind/Wave Run-up

Based on the outcome as presented in response to Item 5, the PMSS as generated by ADCIRC,
using NWS 48 wind profile, is estimated to be 29.3 ft above MSL. This PMSS will occur as the
result of a hurricane traveling in a northwesterly direction (i.e., an approach direction of 1350
clockwise from the north) passing within 24 miles of the STP site. During its life up to the point
of landfall, the storm will have a constant forward speed of 23 mph, a central barometric pressure
of 887 Mb, and a maximum sustained wind speed of 160 knots (184 mph). Upon-landfall, the'
storm will continue in a northwesterly direction and begin to decay gradually as it moves inland.

The resulting storm surge value of 29.3 feet is 2.8 feet greater (approximately 10 percent) than
the value of 26.5 feet above MSL as presented to the NRC Audit Team on August 31, 2010. The
26.5 ft value was estimated running ADCIRC with a Holland wind profile and a smaller pressure
differential (126 Mb vs. 133 Mb).

Part 2: Additional Information about Main Cooling Reservoir Embankment Breach

RAI 02.04.05-10 and this RAI both requested that STP postulate that the PMSS from a PMH
induces a failure of the north face main cooling reservoir (MCR) embankment because of the
sloshing and erosive action of floodwaters surrounding the main cooling reservoir during a PMH
surge.

As stated in the response to RAI 02.04.05-10, the PMH, the starting point for all of the PMSS
prediction models, is described in NOAA Technical Report NWS 23 as the most severe
hurricane possible in a particular geographic area. A PMH, an unlikely event, is even less likely
to occur with the specific combination of parameters (i.e., storm track direction; landfall
location; forward speed; and radius of maximum wind) that results in the highest possible storm
surge at one particular location. Adding the assumptions that this specific PMH would not decay
as it approached the coast and that the PMH landfall would occur concurrently with a 10%
exceedance high tide, an initial rise or sea level anomaly, and with a long term sea level rise
predicted for the end of plant life, makes a specific PMH (i.e., the PMH that could cause the
PMSS at STP) a highly improbable event.
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This response, the response to RAI 02.04.05-10 and presentations by STPNOC during a site
audit conducted by the NRC staff on August 31-September 1, 2010, provided details of the four
different computer models used to predict the PMSS based on the PMH and the assumptions
described above. Three of the four models, including the ADCIRC model described in this
response, predict that the storm surge will be less than the nominal plant grade of 34 feet MSL,
the elevation on the north side of the MCR embankment. For reasons already stated in this
response and the response to RAI 02.04.05-10, and discussions during the August 31-September
1, 2010, site audit, STPNOC has concluded that ADCIRC provides the most credible and an
acceptably conservative prediction of the PMSS. ADCIRC predicts that the PMSS for the STP
site, including wave runup, is 29.3 feet MSL. This prediction of the PMSS is significantly lower
than the 34-foot MSL nominal plant grade at the northern face of the MCR embankment.
Therefore, a PMH induced failure of the north face of the MCR embankment due to sloshing and
erosive action of floodwaters surrounding the main cooling reservoir is not a credible event.

Although STPNOC evaluations concluded the PMSS predictions based on the April 2010
Version of the SLOSH model are not credible, RAI 02.04.05-10 acknowledges that PMSS
predictions using this model do exceed the nominal plant grade of 34 foot MSL. Specifically,
the April 2010 version of SLOSH predicts a PMSS of 38.46 feet MSL, assuming a PMH with an
intensity that does not decay as it approaches landfall. If wave action is included, this surge
could approach 41.76 feet MSL. RAI 02.04.05-10 also presented the surge level time history
predicted by this model stating that "surge levels during the PMH, excluding wave action, will
be as follows: i) at or above 34 feet MSL (i.e., site grade) for approximately 80 minutes; ii) at or
above 36 feet MSL for approximately 50 minutes; and, iii) at or above 38 feet MSL for
approximately 25 minutes." Any damage to the MCR embankment due to the direct action of
the storm surge would have to occur during this very short window.

Wave action during this short interval is not considered a threat to the MCR embankment
because, as described in the response to RAI 02.04.05-10, the wind direction necessary to create
the PMSS would create waves in the direction away from the face of the MCR embankment.
However, the north face of the MCR embankment could experience strong currents along the
outside of the levee, as a large quantity of water is moved past the site in a short period. The
response to RAI 02.04.05-10 identified this scenario as Model 4 and stated that:

... current velocities associated with the PMSS could damage the MCR embankment.
However, the MCR levee is designed to contain water above ground level and the
external side of the levee is a grass and maintained slope that is similar to levees designed
specifically for protection from both hurricane surge and flooding rivers. A grass surface
works well for short-term exposure because plant roots act to keep particles of soil
together, creating a flexible system that can deform without tearing. Waves and currents
of short duration (i.e., less than several hours) on a well-vegetated cohesive material
embankment would not be expected to lead to erosion related concerns. Model 4, the
worst case, predicts the surge level is at or above 36 feet MSL for approximately 50
minutes.
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Items 8 through 11 of this RAI request technical justification as to why current velocities
described above allow STP to conclude, "Any erosion at the base of the levee that might occur
with less than an hour of exposure to the current would not threaten the levee."

Before responding to items 8 through 11, it is helpful to describe the MCR embankment and
provide a general assessment of the potential for an embankment failure. FSAR 2.4S.8.2 states
that the MCR embankment is constructed of compacted clay fill. The embankment has an
exterior slope of 3:1 H:V and an interior slope of 2.5:1 H:V on the reservoir side. The top of
embankment varies from elevation 65.8 feet MSL to 67.1 feet MSL. The reservoir side of the
peripheral embankment is lined with a 30-inch-thick layer of soil-cement to protect against
erosion and it has a characteristic stepped surface that provides additional roughness. The
outside of the peripheral embankment is sodded forerosion protection.

A typical cross section is shown in Figure 10. Also shown on the figure is a typical section of
flood protection levee for Texas City. The Texas City levee has provided protection from
hurricane surge over its life, and although that levee sustained damage during Hurricane Ike, the
levee did fulfill its intended purpose of withstanding a substantial surge and wave attack over a
period of many hours without a breach occurring anywhere along the 17 miles of the protective
works (Reference 5). The MCR embankment is similar to, but much larger than, the hurricane
surge protection levees that have, for the most part, successfully withstood major hurricane
events along the US Gulf coast.

For perspective, Figure 10 also shows the typical hurricane surge level experienced by the Texas
City levee and the peak surge level predicted by the 2010 version of SLOSH. There is no
possibility that the STP PMSS could breach the MCR embankment. In contrast, the infamous
levee failure in New Orleans during hurricane Katrina occurred due to the breach of a piling
wall. This wall was constructed in dredged materials and sustained an impact force from a surge
wave of significant height generated over a very short time period. The situation of New Orleans
is vastly different from the MCR embankment because of the substantial size of the MCR
embankment relative to that of a piling wall; the MCR foundation consists of competent clay
materials relative to the failed levee location in New Orleans being founded on dredged material;
and the landward side of the New Orleans levees are well below sea level.
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The following are presented in response to the specific requests in the RAI:

Item 8: Detailed description of various methods used to estimate current velocities during a
PMSS event.

Water will flow past the MCR levee under the PMS S scenario generated by the 2010 version of
SLOSH. If currents were very fast and sufficiently prolonged, erosion would be produced. The
SLOSH output does not include currents, but currents can be estimated estimating the area
around Units 3 & 4 that experiences surge and calculating the velocities required to fill the area
in the time predicted by SLOSH. Currents can also be estimated using Manning's n and a
friction slope estimated by change in water surface elevations. Finally, current speeds can also
be estimated by tracking the surge wave front past the site. All three methods were employed on
the data from the Version 2010 SLOSH surge scenario. The results are presented in response to
Item 10.

Item 9: Detailed description and justification of simplifying assumptions made

For reasons already stated in this response and the response to RAI 02.04.05-10, and discussions
during the August 31-September 1, 2010, site audit, a storm surge that exceeds the nominal plant
grade of 34 feet MSL is not considered a credible event. STPNOC has concluded that ADCIRC
provides the most credible and an acceptably conservative prediction of the PMSS. ADCIRC
predicts that the PMSS for the STP site, including wave runup, is 29.3 feet MSL. This prediction
of the PMSS is significantly lower than the 34-foot MSL nominal plant grade at the northern face
of the MCR embankment. Therefore, a PMH induced failure of the north face of the MCR
embankment due to sloshing and erosive action of floodwaters surrounding the main cooling
reservoir is not a credible event.

Even the worst-case PMSS predicted by the 2010 Version of SLOSH were to occur, the
predicted surge poses no threat to the MCR embankment because the surge elevation only rises
to the lowest portion of the levee and then only for a very short period. Even in the worst-case
prediction for the PMSS, the surge level and associated wave action never approach the levee
crest where a breach might be initiated. Any erosion at the base of the levee that might occur
with less than an hour of exposure to the current would not threaten the levee.

Item 10: Current velocities and durations for which these currents will affect the MCR
embankment

The results for the current velocity calculated from each of the methods described in Item 8 are
as follows:

" Maximum velocity to fill the area is 11.6 ft/sec
" Maximum velocity with Manning's n is 3.1 ft/sec
• Maximum velocity with Wave front estimate 6.2 to 13.2 ft/sec

RAI 02.04.05-10 presented the surge level time history predicted by this model stating that
"surge levels during the PMH, excluding wave action, will be as follows: i) at or above 34 feet
MSL (i.e., site grade) for approximately 80 minutes; ii) at or above 36 feet MSL for
approximately 50 minutes; and, iii) at or above 38 feet MSL for approximately 25 minutes."
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Based on these flood durations, flow past the base of the levee will have a maximum duration of
less than 80 minutes.

Item 11: Ability of the grass-lined outer face of the northern MCR embankment to withstand
the current velocities without erosion severe enough to cause an embankment breach

The US Army Corps of Engineers' manual for hydraulic design of flood control channels
(Reference 2) recommends a design velocity of 5 to 8 feet/second for stable grass-lined flood
channels. The grassed surface of the MCR embankment can be expected to sustain a short
exposure to currents slightly larger than the currents assumed in the design of flood channels,
which typically have a project life of many decades and would be expected to experience flood
currents for considerably longer than 80 minutes. There is no mechanism, wave attack or current
flow, which could cause significant erosion to the base of the MCR embankment below the level
of 38.5 feet MSL during the very limited time available for the surge predicted by 2010 Version
of SLOSH.

References:
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STPNOC will revise the Part 2, Tier 2, Section 2.4S.5.2 of the COLA to include a description of
the ADCIRC model and the PMSS prediction based on the ADCIRC model:

2.4S.5.2.2 Storm Surge Analysis

L different approaches were used to estimate the storm surge at STP 3 & 4.
The first approach was based on use of the computer program "Quasi Two-Dimensional
Open Coast Storm Surge," known as SURGE (Reference 2.4S.5-3). This approach
included two steps to estimate the PMSS water surface elevation near STP 3 & 4. First,
SURGE was used to estimate the PMSS water surface elevation at the coast near
Matagorda, Texas (Figures 2.4S.5-1 and 2.4S.5-5). Second, the PMSS water surface
elevation was used as a boundary condition for a backwater calculation using a
calibrated and modified model developed by Halff Associates, Inc., for the Colorado
River (References 2.4S.5-9 and 2.4S.5-10).

The second approach was based on the use of the numerical model "Sea, Lake, and
Overland Surges from Hurricanes" (SLOSH) (Reference 2.4S.5-2). SLOSH was used to
obtain estimates of water surface elevation near STP 3 & 4 due to a hypothetical
Category 5 'maximum of maximum' (MOM) hurricane impacting the Matagorda Bay
region. The MOM is the maximum of the composite of the maximum envelope of water
(MEOW), which incorporates all of the peak values for a hurricane of a particular
category, speed, and landfall direction. Therefore, it should be noted that a graphical
presentation or hydrograph of the SLOSH output is not available since the MEOW
scenarios are composites of numerous runs and are therefore not time dependent for
individual cells. Rather, the SLOSH MOM only yields the peak water surface elevations
for each cell by hurricane category (i.e., Category 1, Category 2, Category 3, Category
4, and if available, Category 5). It is also noted that SLOSH does not incorporate the ten
percent exceedance of the astronomical high tide or a user-specified initial sea-level rise
like SURGE (Reference 2.4S.5-2). SLOSH just assumes a constant initial tide elevation
of 2 feet above MSL.
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2.4S.5.2.4 Storm Surge Analysis with SLOSH aAoiýW

The second approach for the estimation of the maximum storm surge at STP 3 & 4 used
output from the computer model "Sea, Lake, and Overland Surges (SLOSH)" (Reference
2.4S.5-2). SLOSH was developed by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) and evolved from a simpler model known as the "Special
Program to List Amplitudes of Surges from Hurricanes (SPLASH)." SLOSH is a two-
dimensional finite difference code that uses an adaptive curvilinear grid for regions along
the Gulf and Atlantic coasts. SLOSH assumes uniform friction to solve the equations of
motion for reference basins along the Gulf of Mexico and Atlantic Ocean coast. Unlike
SURGE, SLOSH can estimate water surface elevations due to the storm surge for both
the open coast and on land.

The validity of the SLOSH model has been demonstrated and documented extensively
(Reference 2.4S.5-14). While the model validity Varies by station, the mean error of the
SLOSH predictions for 523 observations within the Gulf of Mexico was reported as 0.09
m (0.29 ft) with a standard deviation of 0.61 m (2.0 ft) (Reference 2.4S.5-14, p. 1410).
The maximum difference between the predicted storm surge elevations and the
measured storm surge elevations was 2;69 m (8.83 ft) (Reference 2.4S.5-14, p. 1410).
For Freeport, Texas, the model predictions replicate the observed surge elevations of
approximately 11 ft MLW (10.32 ft MSL) within the mean error during Hurricane Carla
(1961) (Reference 2.4S.5-2, p. 61).

The SLOSH MOM scenario predicts that STP 3 & 4 is dry for Category 1 through
Category 5 hurricanes (Figure 2.4S.5-7). However, an estimate of the PMH PMSS using
SLOSH can be made by using cells near STP 3 & 4 in the Lower Colorado River (Figure
2.4S.5-7). With respect to the windfield conditions, the SLOSH MOM estimatelis based
on a hurricane with a forward speed of 15 mph (13.03 knots) and a northwest wind.
Since the Category 5 hurricane is a less severe scenario than the PMH, the SLOSH
estimate needs to be adjusted to be comparable to the SURGE results. By assuming an
extrapolation based on the maximum water surface elevation of a MOM Category 2
hurricane through a MOM Category 5 hurricane, the SLOSH PMH PMSS was estimated
to be 27.2 ft MSL. Additionally, since the SLOSH model assumes an initial condition of 2
feet MSL for Matagorda Bay, its storm surge estimate needs to be adjusted to be
comparable to the SURGE results. First, to account for the long-term sea level rises due
to global climate change, it is assumed that the historical mean sea level trend at
Freeport, Texas of 5.87 mm per year or 1.93 feet per century, with a standard error of
0.74 mm/yr, from 1954 to 1999 (Reference 2.4S.5-13) will continue. Second, the 2 ft
MSL tide assumed by SLOSH needs to be differenced with the 10% exceedance of the
astronomical high tide of 2.2 feet MLW (1.52 feet MSL) and the initial water rise of 2.4
feet. Therefore, the PMSS at STP 3 & 4 predicted by SLOSH, with the sea level
adjustments, is 31.1 feet MSL. This value is more conservative than the SURGE
estimate of 24.29 feet MSL at STP 3 &4. .
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The tir~d appiroach used for~ th siaino h maximum~ storm Surge>at S~TP 3 &4
usedouthe C ute l Advaned Circulation (ADCIRC) Specifically,

~verlkWa e

vherin4ofACR-DI Ah tw-ieninl, depth- integ rated implIemefntation of
,h DCIR RGcoastal~ ocean model, ,was used ~to perform the. hydrodynamic computations

used to ~estimnate stormr surge levels at the site. This model uses depth-i teg rated
,eq~uation~s of masadmmnu confser~vation subject to incompresibliy

Bosieq and hiydrostatic pressure approximain (Rfrne 2.4S.5~-1 5 through
~2.4S.5-18). iADClRC is linked to a ComueprgacledSA that calculatesthe,
SWAN -isdca sthipd in additionto the wind-induced setup calcula~ted by ADCIRC:

SWA isa tirdgeneration wave mnodel develo~pe~d by Delft University ofTechniology.
,SA optsrnosotcetdwn-eeae waves in coastal regions anid
inadwtr (Reference 2 .4S.5-19~). ITh~e unstruCtUred-mnesh SWAN spectral wave
moe an h DICshlo-ae ircula'tionh model have be~n integrated into a,
tightly coupled SWAN + ADCIlRCmodel. Hurricane waves andJ storm surge as
estimated by the culdSWAN + ADClRC model heave been validated for H1u rricane
tKatrina and Hurricane Rita, deosrtn hýi~otneof ingcjsipn of te w~a'e-
circulation interactions.

AThe Federal Emergency Manaement Agency (EMA) certified ADCIRC for use in
performing storm surge analyses as ~part of th'eir program for developigFodIsrlg
RateMaps ('FlRMs) along coastal areaso thie United Sats Thisi model is the;

stnadcoastal riodel used by th~e Unites States Arm'y Corps of Engineers (LS'ACE)
In addition .to ~USACE projects, it is used the National Oceanic and A~t1119p~heric

The AD:CI.Cftmodel as applied to the STP analy'sis un'de'rwent an extensive floo -d ievel
evlainpoestovldt toe a range o~fconditions to en~sure that the flow
physics of the system~ were accurat'ely characterized. Th~e se fvldainsom
-secific tothe Texas coastal areas in'clu~ded H urricanes Carla (1961), Celia (1 970),Allen
(1,980), Alicia (1983), Bre~t (j1999)~, Rita (2005), and Ike (2008)., Hurcae Riaank
weepriulryueu storms for valid~ation because of the large degre of surge they
~prodIuced,, ad the accurate mheasuremients ofWind,_atmospjeicDesue waves and
,surge levels thaexit forthse two storms.

Topographyfo~r Texas was obandpredominantly using 10-nmeter LDRdtasple
by FEMA. 'Light Det~ection and R~anging ~(LIDAR) is a remote sensin'g system used tocollect topographic data. Alltographic and d spatially averaged
to the local- mesh scale. The topographic data were appli~edto the grid by search~ingfor
alfl DAR oints~ within a rectangle'-defin~ed by the average distance ~from the node for
~which we are assigning a topog~raphic value to the connected nodes. The topogriaphi'c
grid 'used for the ADCIRC analsi at STP accounts for pronounced vertical features with
smhall -horion~tal scales relative to the grid scale. Wh~ile features such~ as barrier islands

adriverbanks are generally well resolved in grids with resolutions down to about 10.0
feet, features like leees, fi Qod walls, railroads, ,and raised hihwy wilntbe
sufieatu ywelresocaneb wTiit~h 10-ot grid resolution. Frequently,~ these small-scale

feat res an b sig ific nt h rizontal obstructions to flow causing water to rise or b~e'~diverted el1sawhere, wv~hich proved to, be the caseý at STP. These obstructions must
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usgth most rdet.Uvv avaiaAble fromthe various'sou-rces, including LlpA
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OUESTION:

Provide a conservative analysis and supporting data on the potential for infiltration and
groundwater table rise during the design-basis flood event which results from a breach of the
MCR embankment. Supporting data for the analysis must include (a) a diagram showing the
ground surface cover conditions in the region, (b) hydraulic properties of surface and underlying
materials sufficient to estimate infiltration rates and times, (c) an assessment of the survivability
of the surface during the flood event (e.g., scour) especially near safety-related structures, and
(d) an assessment of the aging of the surface with regard to seasonal climate extremes and the
potential development of preferential infiltration pathways through the surface especially near
safety-related structures. Using a conservative plausible alternative conceptual model of
infiltration, the applicant shall provide an analysis of the potential groundwater table rise during
the Design Basis Flood, and an analysis of the potential for saturation of the uppermost 2 feet
(i.e., materials between plant grade and 2 ft below plant grade). If the impacts are thought to be
potentially local and not throughout the powerblock, then the analysis should address whether
local impacts would occur near or adjacent to safety-related structures.

Alternatively, if the design of the power block surface protects against infiltration during the
design-basis flood, and scour and degradation of the designed power block surface are not
plausible, provide the technical justification. If maintenance of the designed power block surface
plays a role in the survivability of the surface, describe the maintenance effort.

The applicant shall provide FSAR updates to include a summary of either (1) the analysis (i.e.,
method and results) of potential infiltration during the flood event and its influence on both the
water table elevation and saturation of the uppermost 2 ft of surface materials, or (2) the
technical justification that the power block surface protects against infiltration during a design-
basis flood event over the life of the plant. If the former (i.e., #1 above) is the approach selected,
then the FSAR markup shall include a brief discussion of the alternative conceptualizations
considered, and the justification for selection of the most conservative one.

RESPONSE:

The existing site has a clay layer extending 20 feet below the existing grade elevation of
approximately 30 feet (FSAR Figures 2.4S. 12-20 and 2.4S. 12-29). This clay layer will be
removed during the excavation for the power block structures.

The power block island will be built up to a plant grade elevation of 34 feet. Once the power
block structures are constructed the area adjacent to the structures will be backfilled with
granular structural fill. After placement of the structural backfill a minimum of 2-foot thick clay
layer will be provided as a cap as part of the backfill in the power block island around the
buildings to prevent flood water infiltration into the groundwater table; Conservatively, assuming
the permeability of the clay layer as 5x1 0-6 cm/sec (see response to RAI 02.04.12-48, Letter U7-
C-STP-NRC-100195, dated August 30, 2010), the water would penetrate approximately 0.108
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cm per hour with approximately 6 feet of depth of water during the design basis flood. During
the design basis flood the period of inundation of thepower block is approximately 20.5 hours
and therefore the maximum infiltration will be of the order of 2.22 cm (0.9 inches). Due to this
insignificant infiltration, the flood water will not affect the groundwater table.

Minor excavations into the clay cap that could occur over the life of the plant will not affect the
ground water table during short term flooding events. Given the large extent of the aquifer, the
amount of infiltration that could enter the aquifer through a limited extent of the excavation will
not affect the ground water table.

The plant buildings and concrete and asphalt paved areas and roads will occupy approximately
40 percent of the total surface area of the power block island. The rest of the power block island
will have compacted crushed stone surfacing. This surfacing will allow for the normal plant
traffic and will withstand erosion. This stone surfacing will normally be maintained by the plant
personnel during the plant operation.

The crushed stone surfacing will be able to withstand the flow due to the MCR dike breach
flooding with low potential for scour or degradation.

FSAR will be revised as follows as a result of this response.

Subsection 2.4S.12.5.1 will be added as follows:

24S;1r.ý.l Efect of DeinBssýoo-detoMRBec nteDsg
Groundwater Level

T-heexisting site has a lylyretnig2 feet below the existing grae levationi of
approximately 30fe Fgue .S 1-2 Qand 2.4S. 2-29). This clay layer will be
rernbved-drn h xaai' o th power bloc-st~ructures.

The po~wer block islandill wUbe built uIP to a pln rd elevation of 34 feet. ~Once th
power block str~uctures are cosrcedteae adjacent tothe structure&s willbe
ba~ckfiIled with granular trucjtural fill. After placement of the ~structural b~ackfill a minimum
,o -ottikca ae ilb rvdda a cpaprtof the backfillHinthe power
block islatnd around the buildings topreventflood water infiltration intohgrua•ie xted r

w would penetrate approximately 0.108cm pery fetof
d~epth of water durin~rg the desig basis flood. D~uringthe designbasis floo~d theperiod of
inundation of the power block is a~pproximately 20.5 hours and therefore the maximumi~
,infiltration will be of the order of 2.22 cm (0. 9inches). Due to this insignificant Iinfiltration,

th foo wte wllnot affec the gonwtrtable.

rvlior xcaatins ito he laycapthatcoud ocurove the life of the ~plant will no6t
affect the ground water table during short term flooding events. Given, the large extent of
the aquifer, th~e amnount of i'nfiltraton th~at could enter the a~quifer through a limited extent
of the~ e6cvaionwl nogt afettheig round waiter table.
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ýTh-ecrushedl stone surfacing w'illI be a eo7ýj~"ra h lwdet lýj

Subsection 2.5S.4.5.3 will be updated as follows:

2.5S.4.5.3 Compaction Specifications

Once structural fill sources are identified, as discussed in Subsection 2.5S.4.5.1, several
samples of materials are obtained and tested for index properties and for engineering
properties, including grain size and plasticity characteristics, moisture-density
relationships, and dynamic properties. For foundation support and for backfill against
walls, structural fill is compacted to a minimum of 95% of its maximum dry density and
within + or -3% of its optimum moisture content, as determined based on the modified
Proctor compaction test procedure (Reference 2.5S.4-42).

Aclayey s-o-il ayer will, be ~lia'ce~d Jabby th gr~anula'r structural b~ackfill -aro'un c tI Thi
,,tucueswithin the excavation area. The clay layer will b~e a mininmum of 2 feet tl~ici

a nd .comprise the layer betweenthe granuar backfilr and the final suaceetreae,c rush e6 ,stone, a ln th ýca j y'ý e t Ii)e ,
pa i g rn n niz any flo.d,.,te in- •t .. . .... . . ... .. . . . ...


